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Abstract
自動車や昇降機など，多種多様な製品をネットワークに接続し，マルチメディア
コンテンツや大量のセンサデータを活用した新たなビジネスモデルへの転換が，
今後製造業でさらに進んでいくと考えられる．このような転換を支える基盤技術
として，低遅延でありながら，高信頼かつ高速な通信を実現する変調方式および
強力な符号化方式が求められている．従来，符号化と変調はそれぞれ独立に提案
され，これらを統合し，高い誤り訂正能力を実現する設計法として符号化変調が
用いられてきたが，近年，ディジタルフィルタによって，変調信号に直接的に誤
り訂正能力を付与する信号符号が，その優れた性能と拡張性から高い注目を集め
ている．特に，並列連接型二元ターボ符号を基にし，これを信号符号へと拡張し
たターボ信号符号は，通信路容量に漸近する強力な誤り訂正能力に加えて，既存
システムで用いられる直交位相振幅変調よりも小さいシェイピング損失を実現可
能であり，低遅延・高信頼・高速な通信システム実現を実現可能な技術として期
待されている．しかしながら，ターボ信号符号の理論的復号特性はこれまで明ら
かでなく，その設計法は確立されていないため，符号解析法の確立と解析に基づ
いた符号の探索が急務であった．そこで本研究では，まず符号器構成が簡単であ
り，解析が容易な直列連接型の二元Repeat-Accumulate（RA）符号を基にしたRA信
号符号を提案し，RA信号符号の解析法，低演算量復号法をそれぞれ提案する．さ
らにRA信号符号の符号化利得をさらに高めるために，空間結合を用いた空間結
合RA信号符号を提案し，この漸近的復号特性を明らかにすると共に低遅延復号法
を提案する．これらの提案と検討から，提案方式によって低遅延・高信頼・高速
な通信システムを実現することを示す．

Abstract
For several years, automotives, elevators, escalators, and many other industrial products
connect to networks to send tremendous data of their operations and to display multimedia
contents. Industrial companies have been changing their business model from just selling
the products to providing services via the connected products. As a result, high-rate and
high-reliable communications are required by such a service since the products communicate
not only their status data, such as failure alarm, but also video and music streaming data. The
ultimate limit of transmission rate and reliability of given channels is called channel capacity
that was introduced by Shannon. Although many error correcting codes have been invented
to approach the channel capacity, the most literature has evaluated the codes with binary
phase shift keying modulation and discrete channels to reveal fundamental performances of
the codes. However, in practice, design of error correcting codes with modulation is required
since high order modulation is utilized to increase the transmission rate. For this reason,
coded modulation is prominent technique in practical communications systems that brings
the capability of error correcting codes to the Euclidean space.
Signal codes are one of coded modulation techniques that can directly give input modu-
lated signals an error correcting capability via finite impulse response filters and/or infinite
impulse response filters. Thus, the filter coefficients are the most important parameters for
coding gain because these coefficients define the Euclidean distances among generated code-
words. Two classes of signal codes have been proposed, named the signal codes and turbo
signal codes. The signal codes are combined with Tomlinson-Harashima (THP) precoding to
constraint transmission power because the filters for high coding gain lead high-transmission
power. However, infinite number of constellation points are generated by THP. The enormous
constellation points limit the decoder to utilize only sub-optimal maximum likelihood decod-
ing (list decoding) that has unbounded decoding complexity. To restict both transmission
power and the number of constellation points, the ring of formal power series has been
introduced. By choosing the shpaing coefficients over a coset leader of the ring, the encoded
signals are also constrained over the coset leader by group properties. Even though this
constraint based on the ring enables the decoder to use BCJR decoding whose decoding
complexity is bounded, the decoding complexity exponentially increases with respect to the
xmodulation order of the input signals. Furthemore, the optimum filter coefficients of turbo
signal codes have to be found by brute-force search in terms of symbol error rate performance
via computer simulation since asymptotic properties of turbo signal codes have not been
investigated.
In this thesis, repeat-accumulate signal codes (RASCs) are proposed to address an asymp-
totic property analysis and reduce the decoding complexity. The proposed codes serially
concatenate repeater, interleaver, and one-tap IIR filter. In addition to the constraint of the
coset leader of the ring of formal power series, encoded signals of RASCs satisfy parity
check equations. This additional constriant enables the decoder to utilize low complexity
sum-product decoding algorithms, namely modified fast-Fourier-transform based belief prop-
agation (FFT-BP) decoding and modified extended min-sum (EMS) decoding. Simulation
results show that FFT-BP decoding exhibits comparable decoding performance to turbo
signal codes with BCJR decoding while the decoding complexity of FFT-BP is four times
less than that of BCJR decoding. Furthermore, the decoding complexity of EMS decoding is
half of FFT-BP decoding while performance loss is within 1 dB. Also, Monte-Carlo density
evolution is established to analyze a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold that indicates
the minimum decodable SNR. Analytical results reveal that the optimum parameters of the
ring of formal power series, the number of repetition, and the filter coefficients depend on
each other. The SNR thresholds of RASCs exhibit within 0.8 dB distance from the channel
capacity. With the found optimum parameters, RASC also echibits comparable symbol error
rate performance to turbo signal codes at moderate codeword length region.
To further improve the decoding performances, spatially coupled RASCs (SC-RASCs) is
proposed. The code construction is similar to binary spatially coupled RA codes because
of retaining accumulator based simple encoding. Furthermore, to overcome high decoding
latency of SC-RASC due to its long codeword length, windowed decoding (WD) is also
introduced. With respect to the SNR threshold analysis, MC-DE is extended to the proposed
SC-RASCs code ensembles. Analytical results show that gap between the SNR thresholds
of SC-RASCs and the Shannon capacity is within 0.3 dB. Simulation results show that the
decoding performance of SC-RASC with FFT-BP is 0.2 dB superior to that of RASCs, and
the decoding performance of SC-RASC with WD is also superior to that of RASCs while the
same decoding latency.
The codes proposed in this thesis show comparable decoding performances to the conven-
tional turbo signal codes while the decoding complexity is reduced. Thus, the proposed codes
are expected to be one possible way to achive high-rate and high-reliable communications
for future communications systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the research background, the motivation, and the main goal of this
thesis. Also, an organization of the thesis is given by this chapter.
1.1 Demands of High-Rate High-Reliable Communications
Recent dramatic growth of wireless communication technologies enable us to connect with
everything being around us. In industrial markets, automotive, production facilities, elevators
and escalators, and many other industrial products are connected to the Internet. This new
paradigm is called internet of things (IoT) that is expected to drastically shift business models
of many industrial companies. The report of [1] declares that the number of connected
devices have increased approximately five billions between 2014-2018. Furthermore, in
2022, around 18 billions connected devices are expected to be emerge [1]. Even in highly
maturing markets of elevator industry, leading companies have issued some press releases of
a new paradigm of elevator with IoT solutions. For instance, KONE Corp. sent out that their
elevators and escalators will be always monitored to reduce downtime and extend lifetime
by effective maintenance based on collecting numerous data [2]. For the IoT solution, the
connected elevators send not only failure alerts but also their numerous operational data, such
as vibration, speed, drive time, humidity, and temperature, to analyze real-time conditions.
Furthermore, a display of an elevator will be used for rich-multimedia contents including
advertisements of buildings to desterilize boring time of users in the elevator. Therefore, both
high-reliability and high-data-rate are required for the connected devices.
2 Introduction
Transmitter
AWGN channels
Receiver
xt + zt
xt yt
Fig. 1.1 System model of pear-to-pear communications over AWGN channels.
1.2 Channel Capacity
Channel capacity is a fundamental limit of communications systems that indicates maximum
transmission rate without error for the given channel model. In this thesis, a pear-to-pear
communications system that consists of a transmitter, a channel model, and a receiver is
considered as shown in Fig. 1.1.
In this system, XI denotes a random variable related to the transmitted symbols, where a
real symbol at discrete time t represents xIt . The transmitted symbols satisfy average power
constraint P = 1N
∑N
t x
I
t . The received symbols through the channel is denoted as y
I = xI + zI
where Y I and ZI represents random variables corresponding to received signals and noise
term. Similar to the transmitted symbol, the received symbol at time t can be written as
yIt = x
I
t + z
I
t . The channel capacity of pear-to-pear communications system was derived by
Shannon [3]. He also introduced that if the transmission rate is less than channel capacity for
considered channel, a transmitter and a receiver can communicate without error. To derive
the channel capacity, information entropy for continuous random variable, which measures
uncertainly of information as follows;
h(XI) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x) log p(x)dx, (1.1)
where p(x) indicates probability distribution function of random variable XI . Also, mutual
dependencies of two variables, called mutual information, is defined as follows;
I
(
XI;Y I
)
= h(XI)−h(XI |Y I)
= h(Y I)−h(Y I |XI). (1.2)
In this definition, h(XI |Y I) is given by
h(Y I |XI) =
∫
x∈XI
∫
y∈YI
p(x,y) log
p(x,y)
p(x)
dydx, (1.3)
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where p(x,y) is joint probability function, and XI and YI are images of random variable X
and Y , respectively. When the channel model is assumed as continuous-input continuous-
output additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, the channel capacity C under input
power constrained P is given by;
C = max
E[(XI)2]≤P
I
(
XI;Y I
)
. (1.4)
To calculate channel capacity, the mutual information can be evaluated as follows;
I(XI;Y I) = h(Y I)−h(Y I |XI)
= h(Y I)−h(XI +ZI |XI)
= h(Y I)−h(ZI |XI)
= h(Y I)−h(ZI) (1.5)
since ZI is independent of XI , and h(ZI) = 12 log2πeσ
2. The average power of received
symbol Y I can be written by
E[Y I] = E
[
XI +ZI
]
= P+σ2. (1.6)
since ZI and XI is independent. The entropy of Y I is bounded by 12 log2πe
(
P+σ2
)
so that
the mutual information can be bounded as follows;
I(XI;Y I) = h(Y I)−h(ZI)
≤ 1
2
log2πe
(
P+σ2
)
− 1
2
log2πeσ2
≤ 1
2
log
(
1+
P
σ2
)
(1.7)
Therefore, the channel capacity for continuous-input continuous-output AWGN channels can
be given by
CI =
1
2
log
(
1+
P
σ2
)
. (1.8)
The maximum of this formulation can be obtained when XI follows Gaussian distribution
with zero-mean and variance P. When the complex valued symbols X = XI + jXQ and
Y = Y I + jYQ are considered, the channel capacity can be given by summation of the channel
capacity of real and imaginary parts. Thus, the resulting capacity per complex dimension is
represented by
C = log
(
1+
P
σ2
)
. (1.9)
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The channel capacity of AWGN channels is also known as Shannon capacity.
1.3 Digital Modulation Schemes
Digital data generated by many applications are always formed as binary data. Therefore,
to transmit over the air, the binary data have to be transformed into analog signals that
represent discrete point on the complex plane. This transformation process to send over
communication channels is called digital modulation. This section firstly describes two
commonly used high-order modulated constellations, Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) and Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK), and then, the performance limit of these
modulated schemes are discussed.
1.3.1 Signal Constellation of Digital Modulation
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
Signal constellations of QAM are loaded with the binary data on its amplitude of real and
imaginary part of complex phase. QAM is the most widely used modulation that is utilized
for WiMAX (IEEE 802.16-2004), Wi-Fi, DVB-T and many others. Square-QAM, which is
made up of {−L+1, · · · ,−1,1, · · · ,L−1} for real and imaginary part of complex signal, is the
most popular forms. Meanwhile, the term, QAM, does not always indicate this square-QAM
and may indicate broad types of constellations with multiple amplitude levels and phase shifts.
For instance, hierarchical-QAM [4], triangular-QAM [5], star-QAM [6], cross-QAM [7],
circular-QAM [8], and many others can be found in the literature. In this thesis, the term
L2-QAM is defined as follows;
χQAM = ZL[ j] = {a+ jb : a,b ∈ Z/LZ} , (1.10)
where j =
√−1, and Z indicates a set of integers. Some constellations of the defined QAM is
shown in Fig. 1.2. Although QAM is utilized for many practical communication systems,
one major problem is high peak-to-power average ratio (PAPR) because of the square
constellation shape. The high-PAPR causes large back-offs that leads low-power efficiency
of both transmitters and receivers [9]. Otherwise, saturation of high-power amplifier distorts
the modulated signals and inter-symbol-interference is caused at the receiver [10, 11].
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Fig. 1.2 Constellations of L2-QAM for L = 2,4 and 16.
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Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK)
APSK has been proposed as more power efficient modulation than QAM whose constellation
is defined by multiple rings as follows.
χAPSK = rme
j 2πNθm
n+θm
, (1.11)
where rm, Nθm , and θm represent radius, the number of signal points, and offset phase of
ring m. n = {1, · · · ,Nθm} APSK can be defined as various constellation by rm, Nθm , and θm
even the same order-size of the constellation. As depicted in Fig. 1.3, in 16-APSK, inner
and outer rings consist of 4+12, 5+11, and 6+10 are proposed [12]. Due to degrees of
freedom to construct APSK constellation, various constellation optimization techniques have
been investigated and showed outperforms in terms of the decoding performance and PAPR
reduction compared with QAM [13–15]. However, the optimization for high-order APSK is
not trivial [16–18]
1.3.2 Shaping Loss of Discrete Input Constellations
When XI , Y I and ZI are assumed to be discrete random variables, the mutual information
can be rewritten by
I(XI;Y I) = H(XI)−H(XI |Y I)
=
∑
x∈X
p(x) log p(x)−
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x,y) log
p(x,y)
p(y)
(1.12)
For the discrete complex valued input signals xt ∈ ZL[ j] and yt ∈ C, the mutual information
over AWGN channels can be given by,
I(X;Y) = L2−
∑
x∈ZL
Et
[
p(yt|xt)∑
x′∈ZL p(yt|x′)
]
, (1.13)
where p(yt|xt) = 12√2πσ exp
( |yt−xt |2
2σ2
)
. Fig. 1.4 shows the mutual information of the 16-QAM,
256-QAM, 12+4 APSK, and 256 regular APSK (RAPSK) [19] constellations. Clearly, the
gap between the channel capacity markedly increases with respect to the transmission rate.
This gap is called shaping loss and the minimum possible shaping loss with equiprobable
and equidistance constellations such as QAM at high-SNR region is 1.53dB [20].
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Probabilistic Shaping and Geometric Shaping
As shown in Fig. 1.4, due to equiprobable and equidistance constellations, 1.53 db gap
exists between the achievable rate of QAM and the Shannon capacity [21]. To improve the
achievable rate of the constellations, specific shaping methods have been proposed, namely
probabilistic shaping and geometric shaping. Probabilistic shaping controls occurrence
probability of each constellation point to match the input distribution for AWGN channels at
the given SNR [22, 23]. The optimum distribution for probabilistic shaping can be calculated
by Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [24, 25] or Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution optimization [26,
27], to change the distribution from uniform to Gaussian-like. On the other hand, geometric
shaping controls distance of constellation points with uniform distribution [28]. The authors
of [28] show the geometrical shaped constellation can achieve the Shannon capacity when the
number of constellation points goes to infinity. The shaped constellation set is calculated by
genetic algorithm in terms of mutual information maximization [29, 30]. These two shaping
schemes reduce several dB shaping loss but additional huge computational complexity is
required at both the transmitter and the receiver for the shaping and its inverse operation.
1.4 Error Correcting Codes
1.4.1 Noisy-Channel Coding Theorem
Noisy-channel coding theorem is also introduced by Shannon that indicates existence of error
correcting codes achieving the Shannon capacity. The brief description of the noisy-channel
coding theorem is as follows; For arbitrary small constant real value ϵR > 0, the transmission
rate R <C, and large N→∞, error correcting codes exist that can decode with small block
error rate less than ϵR. Many researchers have tackled to develop error correcting codes of
the indication in the noisy-channel coding theorem. In this section, the milestones of error
correcting codes are briefly reviewed.
1.4.2 Classical and Modern Error Correcting Codes
Classical Error Correcting Codes
The first one of error correcting codes are Hamming codes, which were developed by R.W.
Hamming in 1950 [31]. Hamming codes consist of Nk information bits and 2m − 1−Nk
redundant bits (parity bits) for correcting one bit error. This type of codes whose code length
is fixed is called block codes. Also, if any sum of two codewords of block codes is another
codeword in the block codes, the codes are called linear block codes [32]. On one hand
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some linear block codes were proposed in 1950s, such as Reed-Muller codes [33, 34] and
cyclic codes [35], and linear algebraic theory for linear block codes was established in the
decade from 1950. On the other hand, another type of codes, named convolutional codes, was
proposed by P. Elias [36]. Convolutional codes are sequentially and continuously encoded
for input bit sequence via shift registers, so that code length is unfixed different from block
codes. A. Viterbi introduced Trellis diagram that represents input and output bits of encoder,
and the state of shift registers [37]. Trellis diagram can also perform as efficient maximum
likelihood decoder for convolutional codes called Viterbi algorithm.
Around 1960, two important linear block codes namely BCH codes [38, 39] and Reed-
Solomon codes [40] were proposed. BCH codes can be viewed as one of cyclic codes and
whose error correcting capability (the number of correctable error bits) is exactly designed
by parity check matrix. In Reed-Solomon codes, the number of correctable error can be also
exactly designed over GF(2m) for integer m. The encoding of these two codes can be easily
implemented by shift register, and also the many decoding methods to reduce computational
complexity have been proposed [41, 42]. BCH codes and Reed-Solomon codes have been
implemented to many practical applications such as DVB-T2 [43], compact disc, and QR
codes. However, these codes can basically work well when codeword length is less than
several hundreds of symbols [44].
The classical error correcting codes are implemented to many practical applications, yet
the error correcting capability is still far from achieving the noisy-channel coding theorem.
Modern Error Correcting Codes: Capacity Approaching Codes
The firstly introduced capacity approaching code is low density parity check (LDPC) codes
presented by Gallager in 1963 [45]. The outstanding of LDPC codes comes from sparse parity
check matrix that can be represented by bipertite graph (or called Tanner graph). In contrast to
classical coding, constructions of the sparse parity check matrix leads probabilistic Hamming
distance but not fixed minimum distance. Thus, the main objective of modern error correcting
codes improve the probabilistic Hamming distance. Also, Maximum a posteriori probability
(MAP) decoding that minimizes symbol error rate can be implemented to the decoding
for LDPC, called sum-product algorithm. Although such a high decoding performance
was revealed by Gallager in 1963, the unacceptable high computational complexity for
the encoder and decoder hid the codes in the dark until MacKay rediscovered in 1999
[46]. To this end, LDPC codes have exhibited the decoding performance within 0.0045 dB
from the channel capacity of binary-input AWGN channels [47]. Another class of capacity
approaching codes showed up in 1993, named turbo codes based on concatenated multiple
encoder of convolutional codes [32]. The developers of turbo codes were also invented
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powerful MAP decoding on Trellis diagram, called BCJR algorithm [48]. Many researchers
have been attracted these two class of capacity approaching codes and developed various
subclass of these codes, such as irregular LDPC codes [49], nonbinary extension [46, 50].
Especially, repeat-accumulate codes (RA) are important class of capacity approaching
codes, which are stripped down version of turbo codes [51]. The authors of [51] revealed
the performance improvement of turbo codes comes from concatenation via interleaver
and recursive convolutional encoder, so that an encoder of original RA codes consists of
repeater, interleaver, and accumulator. The simple encoder structure can help code analysis
and design [52]. Therefore, many practical communication systems have employed RA
codes [53].
The analytical results mainly indicate high-decoding performances of these codes with
binary erasure channels and binary-input AWGN channels; However, in practice, the codes
do not always exhibit such a high performance due to performance degradation through
mapping to high-order modulated signals.
1.5 Unified Design of coding and Modulation
As reviewed in this chapter, coding and modulation have been studied in each view of
optimum constellations and of optimum encoding design. On the other hand, in practical
communication systems, the decoding performances highly depend on both constellation and
encoding designs. In this section, unified design of coding and modulation schemes, coded
modulation, lattice codes, and signal codes are reviewed to summarize their advantages and
disadvantages to clarify the motivation of this thesis.
1.5.1 Coded Modulations
Coded modulation is an effective technique for enhancing the coding gain with high-order
modulation by mapping coded bits to constellation points [54–56]. Especially, for AWGN
channels, trellis coded modulation can bring out error correcting capability of the codes
with modulated signals due to the Hamming distances of the linear codes and the Euclidean
distances of the modulation to be designed in an integrated manner [54]. Unfortunately, the
computational complexity required to design these two distances such that a high transmission
rate can be achieved is impractical because of the enormous number of constellation points
involved. Although coded modulation techniques with non-uniform modulation to reduce
Sec. 1.5 is copyrighted by ©2019 IEEE. Permission from M. Takai and K. Ishibashi, "Repeat-Accumulate
Signal Codes," in IEEE Transactions on Communications, vol. 67, no. 4, pp. 2607-2619, April 2019.
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the shaping loss have been proposed [57, 58], additional computation is required to design
modulation shape.
1.5.2 Lattice Codes
Lattice codes are structured codes for AWGN channels and have gained a great deal of
attention since Urbanke and Rimoldi proved that lattice codes can achieve any rate less
than the Shannon capacity with arbitrarily small probability [59]. The advantage of lattice
codes is that linear codes over a Hamming space can easily be transformed into Euclidean
space by an algebraic construction [60]. Construction A lattices with lattice shaping have
been proposed for average power constrained channels [61–63]. Unfortunately, although the
lattices based on Construction A can be decoded by a q-ary decoder similar to non-binary
codes, q must be prime. Hence, Construction A is not suitable for typical binary-based
communications systems. To overcome this limitation, Construction D was proposed in [64].
This construction is based on a nested family of binary codes and is suitable for common
communications systems. However, the decoder of Construction D consists of not only
multiple binary decoders but also the corresponding binary encoders, interference cancelers,
and modulo operators. This inherent nested architecture obviously leads to high complexity
[65, 66].
1.5.3 Signal Codes
Signal codes have been proposed as an alternative lattice-coded modulation technique. The
entire encoding process consists of a simple signal convolution via infinite impulse response
(IIR) and/or finite impulse response (FIR) filters. In signal codes, the filter coefficients are the
most important parameters for coding gain because these coefficients define the Euclidean
distances among generated codewords. In [67], it was shown that the absolute values of
filter coefficients must be close to one in order to obtain high coding gain. This implies
that the transmission power exponentially increases with codeword length, and shaping
techniques such as Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) are necessary to meet an average
power constraint in practice [68, 69]. Although THP can tailor the transmission power, the
number of possible constellation points becomes infinite. This fact results in an exponential
decoding complexity, and well-known powerful decoding algorithms such as the BCJR
algorithm cannot be utilized [70]. Therefore, in [67], a list decoder is used, and the decoding
performance is within 2 dB of the Shannon limit with a frame error rate (FER) of 10−3.
However, list decoding is sub-optimal and is inferior to the BCJR algorithm.
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Mitran and Ochiai proposed state-constrained signal codes called turbo signal codes
to overcome the explosion of decoding complexity [71]. In state-constrained signal codes,
shaping coefficients are chosen over a coset leader of the rings of formal power series.
Because of the group properties, the output signals are also constrained over the coset leader,
and the number of possible constellation points becomes finite. This additional constraint
enables the decoder to use the BCJR algorithm that has bounded decoding complexity.
Although the decoding complexity has been reduced by the use of rings, turbo signal codes
still suffer from a remarkable increase in the number of possible states of filters when higher-
order modulation is used as input because the number of states increases exponentially as
the order of the modulation increases. Moreover, the fundamental code properties of signal
codes have not yet been investigated. Therefore, to find the optimum filter coefficients in
terms of coding gain, a brute-force search is unavoidable [71].
1.6 Motivation
As reviewed in this chapter, both modulation design and coding design are required to
approach the high decoding performance for high-rate region in practical communications.
Ultimate goal of the author is to achieve high-rate high-reliable communications by signal
codes; however, the conventional signal codes have lacked its code analysis and optimization,
and low-complexity decoding for high-order input modulations. Therefore, a new signal
code based on repeat-accumulate structure, its analysis methods, and the decoder with
low-computational complexity for the proposed codes are studied in this thesis.
Goal of This Thesis
“low decoding complexity“ and “design criterion“ of signal codes are important keywords for
the goal of this thesis. The “low decoding complexity“ relaxes to use high-order modulation
for high transmission rate. The “design criterion“ make the resulting codes achieve high
reliable transmission by unified design of modulation and coding.
For practical communication systems, the decoding performances with finite codeword
length is important evaluate the error correcting capability of the proposed codes. Commonly,
capacity approaching codes are designed in terms of infinite codeword length performance
analysis compared with the Shannon capacity, and then the optimized codes are obtained for
practical codeword length region [47, 49, 57]. This thesis also firstly analyze and design the
proposed codes with infinite codeword length assumptions. However, eventually, this thesis
focus on the finite codeword length performance in terms of frame error rate and symbol
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error rate. The frame error rate of 10−4 are targeted to design the proposed codes because of
the purpose of IoT utilizations.
1.7 Organization and Contributions
This section describes the outline and the contributions of this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the
conventional signal codes. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 contain the main contributions of this
thesis.
Chapter 2: Conventional Signal Codes
This chapter gives a brief summary of the original signal codes and turbo signal codes.
The basics of lattices and lattice codes are firstly introduced. And then, the conventional
signal codes, namely the original signal codes and turbo signal codes are reviewed in terms
of encoding/decoding structure, generated signal constellations, decoding complexity, and
decoding performances. From this review, the basic concept of signal codes and its technical
challenges are clarified.
Chapter 3: Repeat-Accumulate Signal Codes
In this chapter, repeat-accumulate signal codes (RASCs) as a new class of signal codes are
proposed. The proposed encoding structure is different from the conventional turbo signal
codes that the encoded signals are restricted not only the coset leader of the ring of formal
power series but also parity check equations. This additional constraint enables the decoder to
utilize sum-product decoding algorithm that is used for LDPC codes. Thus, we propose two
low-complexity decoding algorithm, named fast-Fourier-transform-based belief propagation
(FFT-BP) decoding and modified extended min-sum (EMS) decoding for the proposed codes.
Simulation results show that the decoding performances of the proposed codes with these
two decoder are comparable to turbo signal codes.
Also, we introduce Monte-Carlo density evolution (MC-DE) for the proposed codes
to analyze SNR thresholds. This is because regular density evolution methods cannot be
utilized since the true probability density of the messages exchanged in FFT-BP and EMS
decoding cannot be tracked due to asymmetric properties of the proposed codes caused by
non-uniform and high-order constellations [72–75]. MC-DE is alternative approach that
track the probability density of the messages via Monte-Carlo simulation [76]. MC-DE
analysis shows that the gap between the noise thresholds with optimum parameter of the
RASCs encoder and the channel capacity is within 0.8 dB. From the code optimization, at
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finite codeword length region, RASC exhibits comparable SER performances to turbo signal
codes.
Chapter 4: Spatially Coupled Repeat-Accumulate Signal Codes
Spatial coupling is a code construction method connecting multiple identical graph codes such
as LDPC codes and RA codes. Spatially coupled codes asymptotically achieve maximum
a posteriori probability (MAP) thresholds defined as the minimum decodable SNR via
the optimum MAP decoder [77]. Especially, binary spatially coupled RA (SC-RA) codes
have displayed higher coding gain than SC-LDPC codes while simpler accumulator-based
encoding structure [78]. we propose a new class of RASC combined with spatial coupling,
named spatially coupled repeat-accumulate signal codes (SC-RASCs), in order to further
improve the decoding performances. To keep the simple accumulator based encoding, the
ensemble of the proposed codes is constructed based on SC-RA codes. Furthermore, MC-DE
for RASC is extended to the ensemble of SC-RASC to reveal the BP thresholds. Our analysis
shows that the proposed codes can dramatically improve the coding gain compared with the
conventional RASC.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Works
This section concludes the thesis and discusses future works.

Chapter 2
Conventional Signal Codes
Signal codes have been firstly introduced as a family of practical lattice coded modulation
techniques that can jointly design encoding and modulation [67]. An encoder of a family
of signal codes consists of finite impulse response (FIR) filters that transform input signals
into convolutionally coded ones. A built-in shaping operation for transmission power can
restrict transmission power of the encoded signals. Recently, Another class of signal codes
has been proposed, named Turbo signal codes. Turbo signal codes are parallel concatenated
signal codes whose concatenated encoders comprise not only FIR filters but also infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters [71]. A shaping of turbo signal codes operates in a different
way from the original signal codes that the filter coefficients are constrained by the ring of
formal power series to constraint the constellation points into the desired set.
In this chapter, the encoding/decoding algorithm, the design of the filter coefficients,
decoding complexity, and the decoding performances of the conventional signal codes are
reviewed. The efficiency of signal codes family is also introduced in terms of the complexity
of decoding algorithm.
The chapter is organized as follows. Background of signal codes, namely lattices and
lattice codes are explained in Section 2.1, then original signal codes and turbo signal codes
are introduced in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes
this chapter.
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2.1 Background
2.1.1 Lattices and Lattice Code
Definition of Lattice
Before explaining signal codes, the definition of lattices and lattice codes are provided. Let
G ∈ Cn×m be a generator matrix with linearly independent columns. From this matrix, a
lattice Λ (G) can be defined as follows;
Λ (G) =
{
Gs : s ∈ Cm} . (2.1)
The definitions can be easily extended to a complex lattice.
Voronoi Region
The Voronoi region of this lattice Λ (G) and its point y ∈ Λ (G) can be defined by,
V (y) = {w ∈ Cn : ∥ w− y ∥≤∥ w− v ∥,∀v ∈ Λ (G) \ y} . (2.2)
n dimensional lattice codes are defined by a generator matrix G and a shaping region bs ∈ Cn.
Then, Λ (G)∩bs is defined as the codewords of the lattice code.
Minimum distance of Lattice
The minimum squared distance of a lattice can be calculated by the squared length of the
shortest nonzero lattice point as follows;
d2min (Λ(G)) = minv,w ∥ v−w ∥
2= min
y,y,0
∥ y ∥2 . (2.3)
Volume of Lattice
The volume of the given Voronoi region is given by
V (Λ (G)) = |det (G)| . (2.4)
2.2 System Model
Figure 2.1 shows a system model of a family of signal codes. In contrast to the conventional
coding system, the encoder of a family of signal codes performs followed by the modulator.
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Fig. 2.1 System model of a family of signal codes.
Hence, in the receiver, the decoder is recovered the encoded signals before working the
demodulator. Thus, the tth received signal yt over the AWGN channel can be written by,
yt = xt + zt, (2.5)
where let xt be transmitted signal, and zt is a noise term that follows independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with
zero-mean and variance σ2.
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2.3 Signal Codes
2.3.1 Encoding
An Encoder of signal codes is depicted in Fig.2.2. To generate Nc encoded signals, Nc×Nc
generator matrix of signal codes that is Toeplitz form can be defined as follows;
F =

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
, (2.6)
where 1, f1, f2, · · · , fNF correspond to impulse response coefficients of a FIR filter. Thus
the resulting codes are said to be convolutional lattice codes. The generator polynomial of
column vector of this matrix f is denoted by F(z) = 1+ f1z−1+ · · ·+ fNF z−NF . Based on this
generating filter, the tth encoded signal can be given by
xt = st +
NF∑
k=1
fkst−k, (2.7)
for t ∈ {1, · · · ,Ns+NF}. st represents information signals chosen over ZL[ j] for t ∈ {1, · · · ,Ns},
and zero for t ∈ {Ns + 1, · · · ,Ns +NF}, where Ns represents the length of the information
signal.
2.3.2 Finding Good Filters
The minimum distance of the signal codes can be evaluated as d2min = mins ∥ F s ∥ so that
generating filter is the most important factor for the decoding performances of the signal
codes. For instance, a simplified generating filter is considered as follows;
F(z) =
(
1− z0z−1
)NF
, (2.8)
where |z0| < 1 for the minimum-phase restriction. For NF = 1, the minimum distance can
be represented as d2min = 1+ |z0|2. Thus, the minimum distance is bounded by 2. In [67],
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Fig. 2.2 Block diagram of the encoder of signal codes without shaping for transmission
power.
search algorithm to find the good filter coefficient in terms of large minimum distance has
been proposed. From the results of [67], filter coefficient of z0 ≈ 1 maximizes the minimum
distances for given NF . However, this filter condition leads huge transmission power so that
shaping for transmission power is required.
2.3.3 Shaping for Transmission Power
To meet average power constraint, shaping for transmission power should be performed in
the encoding process. In [67], THP [68, 69] is combined with the encoding due to its low
computational complexity. THP can restrict the encoded signals into desired hypercube
shaping region as [0,L) for both real and imaginary parts. For L2-QAM signals s, the shaping
for transmission power can be given by
s˜t = st +Lbt. (2.9)
for t ∈ {1, · · · ,Ns} where bt are chosen over Gaussian integers. The inverse shaping for
transmission power can be performed by modulo L operation for both real and imaginary
parts. Then, the encoding operation of signal codes with THP can be given by
xt = s˜t +
NF∑
k=1
fk (s˜t−k +Lbt−k)+Lbt (2.10)
where bt are chosen as follows:
bt = −L
1L
st + NF∑
k=1
fk (s˜t−k +Lbt−k)

 , (2.11)
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Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the encoder of signal codes with shaping for transmission power.
where ⌊x⌉ indicates Gaussian integer closest to x. The encoder of signal codes with THP
is depicted in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the encoded signal constellation
with and without THP with QPSK input signals. From this figure, THP can restrict the
constellation into hypercube with [0,2) for real and imaginary parts of the encoded signals.
2.3.4 Stack Decoding
Although THP can easily restrict the transmission power into the desired hypercube region,
infinite number of constellation points is generated as shown in Fig.2.4-(a). Thus, Viterbi
decoding cannot be implemented for signal codes since the trellis states of Viterbi decoding
is identical with the number of constellation points [37]. For this problem, sub-optimal
maximum likelihood decoding algorithm, namely stack decoding, is implemented in [67]. A
stack decoding is one of sequential decoding algorithms firstly introduced by Wozencraft
and Reiffen in [79] that explores the path with best metric from the explored node in the
code tree. To implement a finite stack, heap tree is introduced for a data structure in [67].
In addition, the heap tree for the stack decoder consists of a binary complete tree to reduce
search the best path in the heap tree. Also, the metric of each candidate path is based on
Fano metric [80] as follows;
L
(
yt|s′t,i
)
= −
t∑
j=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣y j−
NF∑
k=0
fks′j−k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
−B
 (2.12)
where B ≈ σ2 · log 4
πσ2
, and s′t,i for i ∈ {0, · · · ,L2−1} represents the candidate shaped input
signal at t corresponding to the L2-QAM signal si ∈ ZL[ j]. The algorithm of the stack
decoding is described in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 2.4 Signal constellation w/ and w/o THP.
Algorithm 1 Stack decoding for signal codes
Initialization:
for all s′0,i ∈ ZL[ j] do
Insert L
(
yt|s′0,i
)
into the heap tree
end for
Decoding steps:
while t+1 ≤ Ns do
Sorting the heap tree.
s′t′,i ← root of the heap tree
Delete the root of the heap tree.
t← t′
for all st+1,i ∈ ZL[ j] do
Calculate L
(
yt|s′t+1,i
)
with the next candidate signal.
Insert L
(
yt|s′t+1,i
)
into the heap tree.
end for
end while
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2.3.5 Decoding Complexity
The decoding complexity of the stack decoding is unsettled that depends on the stack size
and codeword length. In [67], the authors have experimentally evaluated that the average
number of computations per symbol is about ten for stack size of 103 and over a hundred
for stack size of 106. Also, the maximum number of computations per symbol is about 20
for stack size of 103 and over ten thousands for stack size of 106. Thus, the computation
exponentially increases as the stack size increases.
2.3.6 Decoding Performance
An example of the frame error rate (FER) performance of signal codes is shown in Fig.2.5. In
this figure, the input signal is assumed QPSK, the information signal length is Ns = 500, the
generating filter polynomial is F(z) = (1+0.98e0.09πz−1)3, and stack size means the maximum
number of values in the heap tree. This results show that the gap between the Shannon limit
and the FER of signal codes at 10−4 is approximately 3.6 dB. The results prove The tradeoff
exists between the stack size and the decoding performances. Besides that one of main
the reasons for such a large coding loss is that the stack decoder is sub-optimal decoding
algorithm due to infinite number of constellation points generated by the encoder of signal
codes with THP. This results implies that an encoder has to restrict not only the transmission
power but also the number of constellation points for powerful decoding algorithm such as
Viterbi algorithm [37] and BCJR algorithm [81].
2.4 Turbo Signal Codes
2.4.1 Ring of Formal Power Series
Turbo signal codes introduce the constraint based on the ring of formal power series to
control the number of output constellation points to employ BCJR decoding. The considered
ring of formal power series is given by
Z
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
=

Nbv−1∑
i=0
(
vIi + jv
Q
i
)
e j
iπ
2Nbv : vIi ,v
Q
i ∈ Z
 , (2.13)
where Nbv is an integer indicating the number of possible phase shifts. In this ring, addition
and multiplication for a=
∑Nbv−1
i=0 (a
I
i + ja
Q
i )e
jiπ
2Nbv and b=
∑Nbv−1
i=0 (b
I
i + jb
Q
i )e
jiπ
2Nbv can be defined
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Fig. 2.5 Frame error rate performance of signal codes with various stack size.
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as follows;
a+b =
Nbv−1∑
i=0
(
(aIi + ja
Q
i )+ (b
I
i + jb
Q
i )
)
e
jiπ
2Nbv , (2.14)
a×b =
Nbv−1∑
i=0
Nbv−1∑
k=0
(aIi + ja
Q
i )(b
I
k + jb
Q
k )e
j(i+k)π
2Nbv . (2.15)
Also, the set of formal power series modulo L that is a coset leader of Z
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
can be
defined by
C (L,Nbv) = Z
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
/LZ
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
=

Nbv−1∑
i=0
(
vIi + jv
Q
i
)
e j
iπ
2Nbv : vIi ,v
Q
i ∈ {0,1, · · · ,L−1}
 . (2.16)
The cardinality of C (L,Nbv) is obtained by
|C (L,Nbv)| = L2Nbv . (2.17)
2.4.2 Code Construction
An encoder of turbo signal codes is represented in Fig.2.6. The encoder consists of two
identical component encoder, and the signals of the below encoder are interleaved by the com-
ponent Π as symbol-wise interleaver, such as random interleaver and S-random interleaver.
The concatenated encoder is depicted in Fig. 2.7. Let the input signals of the first component
encoder be s = {s1, · · · , sNs}, and the input signals of the second component encoder are
interleaved s. The resulting coding rate of the encoder is one half.
In the original signal codes, the encoded signals are generated over C into the desired
shaping region. Therefore, the number of possible constellation points goes to infinite. To
restrict the number of constellation points, shaping for constellation points are introduced
based on the coset leader of the ring of formal power series. From the definition of (2.16),
the ring of formal power series is a super set of Gaussian integers ZL[ j] so that the filtered
signals with the filter coefficients chosen over Z
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
is restricted over the same ring since
the ring is closed under addition and multiplication. Furthermore, the coset leader of the ring
of formal power series ZL
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
is cyclic group of Z
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
. Thus, the encoded signals can
be restricted in the coset leader of the ring of formal power series by choosing the shaping
coefficients over ZL
[
e j
π
2Nbv
]
since the group is closed under addition. Thus, the resulting tth
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encoded signal can be given by
xt =
NF∑
k=1
fkut−k + f0
st + NF∑
k=1
gkut−k +Lbt
 , (2.18)
ut = st +
NF∑
k=1
gkut−k +Lbt. (2.19)
where gk and fk respectively indicate feedback and feedforward filter coefficients restricted
to C (L,Nbv), and ut−k represents the signal held in the k-th memory of the encoder.
The index of feedback filters FB is defined for the short hand notation. From (2.16), each
filter consists of 2Nbv integer coefficients, vIi and v
Q
i for i = 0,1, · · · ,Nbv−1. Therefore, if the
index of filters is composed of vIi and v
Q
i , this index can identify the set of the filter taps. For
this reason, the index FB is defined as;
FB =
NF∑
j=1
Nbv−1∑
i=0
(
vIi ×L2i+( j−1)∗2Nbv + vQi ×L2i+1+( j−1)∗2Nbv
)
. (2.20)
For instance, when the parameters are defined as L = 2, Nbv = 2, NF = 1, and g1 =
(1+ j)+ (0+ j)e jπ/4, the corresponding index of the filter can be represented by FB =
1×20+1×21+0×22+1×23 = 11. The index of feedforward filters FF is expressed in the
same manner as the FB. Hence,
FF =
NF∑
j=0
Nbv−1∑
i=0
(
vIi ×L2i+ j∗2Nbv + vQi ×L2i+1+ j∗2Nbv
)
. (2.21)
2.4.3 Transmission Power
The encoded signals x are obtained over the set C (L,Nbv) as described above. This con-
stellation has unnecessarily-high transmission power since the center of this constellation
is not at the origin of the complex plane. Therefore, in order to minimize the averaged
transmission power, the constellation is shifted to be centered at the origin. Then, the shifted
constellation is defined as C˜ (L,Nbv) ∈ C. Figure 2.8 illustrates several signal constellations
of C˜(L,Nbv). Note that the receiver easily transforms C˜ (L,Nbv) to C (L,Nbv). However, due
to this transformation, the merged constellation points in C˜ (L,Nbv) is treated as the same
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Fig. 2.6 The encoder of turbo signal codes.
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Fig. 2.7 The component encoder of turbo signal codes.
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element in C (L,Nbv) [71]. The resulting transmission power of C˜(L,Nbv) is given by:
E
[
|x|2
]
=
Nbv
(
L2−1
)
6
. (2.22)
2.4.4 Constellations and Mutual Information
As shown in Fig. 2.8, the number of signal points appears to increase as L or Nbv increases.
Several points ofC(L,Nbv) are transformed into the same point of C˜(L,Nbv) ∈Cwhen Nbv > 2
since the calculation rule of the set C (L,Nbv) is different from that of the complex field. For
instance, when L = 2 and Nbv = 3, two points a = (0+ j)+ (0+0 j)e jπ/6+ (0+ j0)e j2π/6 and
b = (0+ j)+ (1+0 j)e jπ/6+ (0+ j)e j2π/6 cannot be further simplified and thus become different
points in the set C(L,Nbv). However, these points are same when C˜(L,Nbv) ∈ C, namely
a = b = (0+ j). Therefore, in Fig. 2.8-(b) and Fig. 2.8-(c), the number of constellation points
is less than L2Nbv .
The mutual information of the constellations of C(2,Nbv) and square-QAM constellations
are shown in Fig. 2.9. In this figure, MI of the constellations of C(2,Nbv) are asymptotically
closer to the Shannon capacity than the square-QAM constellations, especially at low-SNR
region. The output constellation of the encoder is not same as square-QAM but has more
circular shape. Figure 2.8 evidently depicts constellations of square-QAM (16, 64 and 256
square-QAM) and C(L,Nbv). As explained in [82], circular form constellations can achieve
higher rate than square form constellations (e.g. square-QAM) in average power-constrained
channels. Namely, X2I +X
2
Q ≤ P where XI and XQ are real and imaginary part of an input
signal. For Nbv > 2, the highest possible rate of C(L,Nbv) is less than log2 L
2Nbv due to the
merged points as described in the previous subsection.
2.4.5 Finding Good Filters
Similar to the signal codes, the decoding performance of turbo signal codes depends on
the feedback and feedforward filter coefficients fi, i ∈ {0, · · · ,NF} and g j, j ∈ {1, · · · ,NF}.
However, code properties such as the minimum distance and the noise threshold have
not been investigated. Thus, brute-force search is unavoidable to find the optimum filter
coefficients in terms of the actual decoding error performance. Note that to restrict the output
encoded signal xt into C(L,Nbv), f0 has to be chosen from a subset of C(L,Nbv), namely
f0 is limited to 2Nbv possible choices [71]. From this limitation, there are 2NbvNFL2Nbv
feedforward filter candidates and NFL2Nbv feedback filter candidates. Therefore, a total of
2NbvN2FL
4Nbv possible combinations have to be exhaustively explored.
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(a) C˜(2,2) (b) C˜(2,3)
(c) C˜(2,4) (d) C˜(3,2)
Fig. 2.8 Examples of all possible constellation points at the output of the RASC encoder with
C˜(L,Nbv).
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2.4.6 BCJR Decoding
BCJR decoding has been invented by Bahl, et al. [48] that recovers an coded sequence via
symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) rule with reasonable compu-
tational complexity, and thus BCJR decoding can minimize the symbol error rate. Quick
summary of the BCJR decoding for turbo signal codes is described herein. Although the
decoder of the BCJR decoding consists of two component decoders corresponding to the
component encoder, this subsection describes the decoding algorithm of each component
decoder. Let us start with the MAP rule for the information signal that can be given by
s′t = arg max
ai∈ZL[ j]
P (st = ai|y) , (2.23)
where y represents the received encoded signals, and P (st = s′|y) represents a posteriori
probability (APP). Also, the logarithmic APP ratio is defined as follows;
L (st,ai) ≡ log P (st = ai|y)P (st = a0|y) (2.24)
where ai ∈ ZL[ j] represents the elements of Gaussian integers and a0 = 0+0 j. Thus, we can
easily understand that L
(
s′t ,a0
)
= 0 from this definition. For turbo signal codes, L
(
s′t ,ai
)
can
be written as follows;
L (st,ai) ≡ log
∑
S(ai) P (S t−1 = S
′,S t = S ,y)∑
S(a0) P (S t−1 = S ′,S t = S ,y)
(2.25)
where S t ∈C(L,Nbv) indicates the encoder state at time t, S(ai) is the set of pairs (S ′,S ) for
the state transitions (S t−1 = S ′)→ (S t = S ) corresponding to the information signal st = ai.
From Bayes’ rule, the probability density function p (S ′,S ,y) can be factored as follows;
p
(
S ′,S ,y
)
= αt−1(S ′)γt(S ′,S )βt(S ) (2.26)
where
αt(S ′) ≡ p(S t = S , (y1, · · · ,yt))
γt(S ′,S ) ≡ p(S t = S ,yt|S t−1 = S ′),
βt(S ) ≡ p((yt+1, · · · ,yNc)|S t = S ).
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Based on these definitions, the log-domain αt(S ),γt(S ′,S ), and βt(S ) can be computed as
follows;
α˜t(S ) = log
∑
S ′
γt
(
S ′,S
)
αt−1
(
S ′
)
,
γ˜t
(
S ′,S
)
= logP(ai)+ log p(yt|ai),
β˜t(S ) = log
∑
S ′
βt(S )γt
(
S ′,S
)
, (2.27)
where Jacobian-logarithm approximation can be applied as log
∑
(ex + ey) ≈ max(x,y)+
log
(
1+ e−|x−y|
)
[83].
In summary, L (st,ai) can be rewritten as
L (st,ai)= log
∑
ai
exp
(
α˜t−1(S ′)+ γ˜t
(
S ′,S
)
+ β˜t(S )
)−log
∑
a0
exp
(
α˜t−1(S ′)+ γ˜t
(
S ′,S
)
+ β˜t(S )
) .
(2.28)
The two component decoders exchange the information based on L (st,ai) with each other.
2.4.7 Decoding Complexity
From the pdate rules of (2.27), the updates of each α˜t(S ) and β˜t(S ) takes L4Nbv Jacobian-
logarithm computations and additions, and the update of γ˜t(S ′,S ) takes L4Nbv additions.
Then, a total computational complexity of BCJR decoding for length Nc codeword can be
given by O
(
NcL4Nbv
)
. Therefore, the decoding complexity exponentially increases as L and
Nbv increases.
2.4.8 Decoding Performance
Figure 2.10 shows SER and FER of turbo signal codes. The assumptions are as follows; the
input constellation is QPSK, the information length is Ns = 1000, the parameter of the ring of
formal power series is Nbv = 2, the filter coefficients are FF=81 and FB=11 designed in [71],
and the decoding iteration of BCJR decoding is 25. From this figure, the SER performance
around 10−3 of turbo signal codes is close to the Shannon limit within 1.0 dB. Thus, the
decoding performance is significantly improved by BCJR decoding compared with signal
codes.
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Fig. 2.10 The symbol error rate of turbo signal codes with FF=81 and FB=11. Nbv = 2 and
L = 2.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the signal codes and turbo signal codes has been reviewed. From this review,
some open issues of the conventional signal codes have been found out as follows;
• Decoding complexity: signal codes have unbounded decoding complexity due to stack
decoding. Even though the decoding complexity of turbo signal codes can be obtained
by O
(
NcL4Nbv
)
. However, this complexity exponentially increases as as L and Nbv
increases. Thus, even more practical low-complexity decoding algorithm is required.
• Analysis of code properties: Although turbo signal codes exhibit superior decoding
performance to the signal codes, the asymptotic behavior has not yet been investigated.
For this reason, the good filter coefficients have to be found by exhaustive search in
terms of the SER performance via computer simulation. Thus, the asymptotic behavior
analysis such as density evolution, and filter design based on the analysis is expected
to be developed.
In the next chapter, we have proposed a new class of signal codes to overcome the above
problems.

Chapter 3
Repeat-Accumulate Signal Codes
Chapter 2 explained an overview of signal codes and turbo signal codes, such as encod-
ing/decoding, decoding complexity, and decoding performance. From the review, two issues
of the conventional signal codes arise.
• The decoding complexity of the conventional signal codes is unacceptably high. More
specifically, stack decoder of the signal codes has unsettled computational complexity.
Also, the decoding complexity of turbo signal codes represents O
(
NcL4Nbv
)
.
• Although the decoding performance of signal codes family heavily depends on the
filter coefficients, asymptotic behavior analysis of turbo signal codes has not been
developed. As a result, the optimum filters have to be found via brute-force search.
In this chapter, we propose repeat-accumulate signal codes (RASC). The encoded signals
of RASC satisfy parity check equations so that sum-product algorithm can be employed.
Especially, to reduce the decoding complexity, modified Extended min-sum (EMS) decoding,
which was proposed in LDPC over GF(q), is also introduced but not straitfoward implemen-
tation. The decoding algorithm has to be modified because the cardinality of output signal
set ZL
[
e jπ/2Nbv
]
is larger than that of input signal set ZL[ j] that is different from non-binary
LDPC whose both input and output cardinality are GF(q). This chapter shows that EMS
can reduce the decoding complexity by 75% compared with that of BCJR decoding without
significant performance degradation. Also, Mote-Carlo density evolution is introduced to
analyze the asymptotic behavior of the proposed codes and efficiently design the optimum
filters.
Some textual materials, tables, and figures of Chapter 3 is used from M. Takai and K. Ishibashi, "Repeat-
Accumulate Signal Codes," in IEEE Transactions on Communications, vol. 67, no. 4, pp. 2607-2619, April
2019. Copyright ©2019 IEEE.
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3.1 Encoding
3.1.1 Code Construction
The encoder of non-systematic and systematic RASC are respectively shown in Fig. 3.1
and Fig. 3.2. The figure shows that the encoder consists of the same components as RA
codes.The output signal from the q-times repetition encoder is c =
(
c1,c2, · · · ,cqNs
)T
, and the
output signal from the interleaver is cΠ =
(
cΠ1 ,c
Π
2 , · · · ,cΠqNs
)T
, both of which are constrained
over the same rings as the input signals s. In systematic RASC, An a-combiner maps every
a signals into one signal with a summation over the ceset leader of the ring of formal power
series. For instance, when the input signals are ZL[ j], c and cΠ are also
(
ZL
[
j
])qNs . The input
signals for the accumulator indicate c′. Therefore, on one hand, the ith input signal of the
accumulator represents c′i = c
Π
i for non-systematic RASC. On the other hand, c
′
i =
∑a−1
k=0 c
Π
ai+k
for systematic RASC. As a result, the codeword length Nc can be given by Nc = qNs for
non-systematic RASC, and Nc =
q
aNs for systematic RASC. The accumulator of the RASC
is slightly different from that of the binary RA because the accumulator consists of one-tap
IIR filter with a shaping operation. The tth output signal from the encoder is given by
xt = − (c′t +g1xt−1)+Lbt. (3.1)
The resulting codes satisfy the following parity check equation:
xt + c′t +g1xt−1 = 0 mod C (L,Nbv) , (3.2)
where the operation mod C (L,Nbv) is calculated by a modulo-L operation for each coeffi-
cient vIi and v
Q
i . The RASC can be decoded by sum-product (SP) algorithm since the parity
check matrix can be defined based on (3.2). On the other hand, conventional turbo signal
codes with L = 2 and Nbv = 2 does not meet the parity check equation, so that turbo signal
codes cannot be decoded by SP decoder. This proof is presented in details in Appendix A.
Note that, to obtain higher coding gain, the following four parameters must be optimized:
the number of repetitions q, the number of phase shifts Nbv, the size of input constellation L,
and the filter coefficient g1.
3.1.2 Constellations of RASC
The decoding performance of RASC depends on the filter g1 because the filter generates
different signal constellations as shown in Fig. 3.3. The figures show various constellations
with the given g1 for L = 2 and Nbv = 2. It appears from Fig. 2.8-(a) and Fig. 3.3-(c) that the
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Fig. 3.1 Block diagram of encoder of the non-systematic RASC.
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Fig. 3.2 Block diagram of encoder of the systematic RASC.
constellation generated by FB = 11 is same as the coset leader of the ring of formal power
seriesC(L,Nbv). However, from Fig. 3.3-(a), Fig. 3.3-(b) and Fig. 3.3-(d), the generated
constellations corresponding to FB = 3, FB = 5 and FB = 15 become a subset of Fig. 2.8-(a).
In the case of the constellations that are a subset of the formal power series, several filtered
signal points are merged into a few points. This implies that these filters lead to catastrophic
codes because degenerated signals cannot be correctly recovered from received signals by
sum-product decoder. Therefore, bijective characteristics are a necessary condition for search
filters.
3.1.3 Transmission Rate
In turbo signal codes, the input signals must be restricted to L2-QAM in order to obtain the
coding gain. The error correcting capability of turbo signal codes depends on its component
codes. When a set of input signals is identical to C (L,Nbv), each component code cannot
provide any coding gain even if the number of filter taps is infinite as declared in [71]. On the
other hand, RASC is based on a serial concatenation of a repetition code and a recursive code
so that the coding gain can be obtained even if a set of input signals is identical to C (L,Nbv)
since the redundancy is introduced by the repetition code. From the definition, ZL[ j] is a
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(a) FB=3 (b) FB=5
(c) FB=11 (d) FB=15
Fig. 3.3 Filtered signal constellations of four filters for C˜(2,2).
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subset of C (L,Nbv) as the encoded signals of turbo signal codes. Hence, the input must be
restricted to L2-QAM namely, ZL[ j].
The transmission rate of turbo signal codes is defined by the information rate of input
L2-QAM, namely log2 L
2 bpcu. Although L must be increased to achieve a higher rate for
turbo signal codes, large L causes high decoding complexity because the number of states
is given by L2Nbv . On the other hand, especially when the input signals are chosen over
C (L,Nbv), our proposed RASC achieves even higher transmission rate than turbo signal
codes for the same L since the cardinality of C˜ (L,Nbv) is identical to that of C (L,Nbv) if and
only if Nbv = 2. Hence, the transmission rate of the non-systematic RASC is given by
Rnsys =

log2 L
2
q
if s ∈ (ZL [ j])Ns
log2 L
4
q
if s ∈ (C (L,2))Ns .
(3.3)
Similarly, the transmission rate of the systematic-RASC is given by,
Rsys =

a log2 L
2
a+q
if s ∈ (ZL [ j])Ns
a log2 L
4
a+q
if s ∈ (C (L,2))Ns .
(3.4)
3.2 Decoding
3.2.1 Notations and Graph Representation
In an m×n parity matrix Hm×n, a set of non-zero elements of the row index at n and a set
of non-zero elements of the column index at m are defined as M(n) B {n | Hmn , 0}, and
N(m)B {m | Hmn , 0}, respectively. Let ℓ be the number of decoding iteration. For ease of
explanation, the proposed decoding algorithm is explained using a 6×9 small parity check
matrix H6×9 in (3.5). Also, its corresponding bipartite graph is illustrated in Fig.3.4. In this
figure, the white circles at the top of graph represent variable nodes of information signal,
The white square boxes in the middle represent check nodes, and the black circles at the
bottom represent the variable nodes of parity signals.
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Fig. 3.4 The bipartite graph of H6×9 in (3.5)
H6×9 =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 g1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 g1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1

(3.5)
Message vectors of variable node and check node at Hmn are denoted by Qℓmn and R
ℓ
mn,
respectively. Channel LLR vector is also denoted by f n. As an example, the message vector
of the variable node Qℓmn is given by
Qℓmn =
[
Qℓmn,a0 , · · · ,Qℓmn,aL2Nbv−1
]T
, (3.6)
where
Qℓmn,ai = log
Pr(X = ai)
Pr(X = a0)
, (3.7)
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P(X = ai) is the probability that the random variable X takes on the value ai ∈C (L,Nbv) for
i ∈
{
0,1, · · · ,L2Nbv −1
}
. Also, Qℓmn,a0 = 0 and Q
ℓ
mn,ai ∈ R. Similarly, Rℓmn and f n are expressed
in the same manner.
3.2.2 Modified Fast-Fourier-Transform Based Belief Propagation De-
coding
Initialization: As initialization, all elements of Q0mn and R0mn, and f n are given by,
fn,ai = log
P (yn|X = ai)
P(yn|X = a0) , (3.8)
Q0mn,ai = 0, (3.9)
R0mn,ai = 0, (3.10)
where P (yn|X = ai) = (1/
√
2πσ2)exp
(
(yn−ai)2/2σ2
)
. Note that for non-systematic RASC,
every LLRs of variable nodes corresponding to information signals are 0. Thus, fn,ai = 0,∀i
for n ≤ Ns for non-systematic RASC.
Variable Node Updates: the elements of variable node messages Qℓmn,ai are updated via
following rule:
Qℓmn,ai = fn,ai +
∑
j∈M\m
Rℓ−1jn,ai −αmn,
αmn = max
ai
Qℓmn,ai , (3.11)
where αmn is a term for normalization which achieves numerical stability during iteration. In
non-systematic RASC, the variable nodes at n ≤ Ns are to be hidden nodes since information
signals are not transmitted. In contrast, the variable nodes at n ≤ Ns are to be observation
nodes for systematic RASC. If the information signals are chosen over si ∈ ZL[ j], the message
is updated as
Qℓmn,ai =
 fn+
∑
j∈M\mRℓ−1jn,ai −αmn ai ∈ ZL[ j]
−∞ otherwise.
(3.12)
This procedure enables the decoder to ignore impossible candidates since input signals are
defined over ZL[ j]. The main difference of modified FFT-BP algorithm from the conventional
one for non-binary LDPC codes is (3.12) since the number of input signal constellation
can be less than that of output signal constellation. If the input constellation is defined as
C (L,Nbv), RASC can be decoded by the same FFT-BP algorithm for non-binary LDPC over
GF(L2Nbv).
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Check Node Updates: the update for check nodes is the same manner as FFT-BP
decoder for non-binary LDPC [84]. The LLR of each message Qℓmn is firstly split into their
amplitude and sign, called signed log-domain, as follows;
Q˜ℓmn,ai =
[
Qℓmn,ai(s),Q
ℓ
mn,ai(m)
]
=
[
sgn
(
Qmn,ai
)
,
∣∣∣Qmn,ai ∣∣∣] . (3.13)
When the incoming message Qℓmn is converted, Q
ℓ
mn,ai(s) = 1 for all elements of the message.
After this conversion, the messages are permuted and transformed into Fourier-domain as
follows;
Qˆ
ℓ
mn = F
(
P
(
Q˜ℓmn
))
, (3.14)
where P indicates permutation function which depends on the filter coefficient g1, and F
represents multidimensional FFT function that can be calculated as same as an algorithm for
non-binary LDPC explained in [84].
The check node messages can be updated by these converted messages as follows;
Rˆℓmn,ai(m) =
∑
j∈N\n
Qˆℓmn,ai(m)
Rˆℓmn,ai(s) =
∏
j∈N\n
Qˆℓmn,ai(s). (3.15)
The Fourier-domain check node messages are transformed back to signed log-domain mes-
sages as follows;
R˜ℓmn = P−1
(
F −1
(
Rˆ
ℓ
mn
))
, (3.16)
where P−1 and F −1 are inverse functions corresponding to P and F ,respectively. The check
node messages Rℓmn are finally obtained by
Rℓmn =
[
R˜ℓmn,a0(m), · · · , R˜ℓmn,aL2Nbv (m)
]
(3.17)
In addition, as described in [85], there exists Fourier transform if the code are constrained
over Abelian groups. Therefore, if L is equal to a power of two, RASC can be decoded via
FFT-BP algorithm since the codewords are constrained by the coset leader of the rings of
formal power series, which also satisfy the property of commutative additive groups.
Tentative Decision: the information signal at n = 1,2, · · · ,Ns, a ∈ ZL[ j] is estimated after
ℓmax iterations by the following criterion:
s′n = arg max
ai
fn,ai +
∑
j∈M
Rℓmaxjn,ai , (3.18)
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In order to elucidate FFT-BP algorithm, update calculations for H6×9 are shown here
where the corresponding Tanner graph for non-systematic RASC (i.e., the channel LLRs
cannot be obtained) is depicted in Fig. 3.4.
The variable node message from the first parity signal (the leftmost black circle) to the
first check node (the leftmost white box) is given by,
Qℓ14,ai = f4,ai +R
ℓ−1
24,ai −α41.
Also, the check node message of the first check node (the leftmost white box) to the first
information node (the leftmost white circle) is given by,
Rℓ11 = Q
ℓ−1
14 . (3.19)
Similar to (3.19), the check node message of the fourth check node (the fourth white box
from the left) can be calculated by,
Rℓ41 = F −1
(
F
(
Qℓ−147
)
+F
(
P
(
Qℓ−146
)))
, (3.20)
At the end, The tentative decision of the first information signal (the leftmost white circle)
can be computed by,
s′1 = arg max
ai
Rℓmax11,ai +R
ℓmax
41,ai
. (3.21)
The other information signals can be also recovered in the same manner.
3.2.3 Modified Extended Min-Sum Decoding
The FFT-BP algorithm can reduce the decoding complexity of the signal codes to O
(
L2Nbv log2 L
2Nbv
)
if and only if the number of output constellation points is a power of two. However, the
decoding complexity stil increases exponentially by L and Nbv. The modified EMS algorithm
based on [86] is introduced herein in order to alleviate this complexity issue. The decoding
complexities of both the variable node and check node updates can be reduced by each
elementary step described below.
Message Truncation:
First, we truncate the message vector for the largest Nm LLRs, denoted by Qmn[k] and
Rmn[k], k = 0,1, · · · ,Nm −1. The values in these message vectors are sorted in decreasing
order. Thus, Qmn[0] ≥ Qmn[1] ≥ · · · ≥ Qmn[Nm−1] must be satisfied, and also Rmn[k] must
satisfy the same manner. The corresponding symbol for each Qmn[k] and Rmn[k] has to
be stored with the message vector. Every step of modified EMS decoder chooses the
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Rin
Rjn
QmnT
2Nm messages
Nm messages
Nm messages
Nm messages
Sorting and truncated
Fig. 3.5 The elementary step of variable node update.
Nm largest messages, and the decoder has to store the correspondences between symbols
and stored messages otherwise the decoder cannot retrieve the original information with
partial messages. More specifically, the decoder does not know which signal corresponds
to each Qmn[k] and Rmn[k], so that βQmn[k] and βRmn[k] hold such information. For example,
βQmn[k] ∈C(L,Nbv) stores the symbol corresponding to the message Qmn[k]. By the messsage
truncation, the decoding complexity can be significantly reduced when Nm ≪ L2Nbv because
only the truncated messages are exchanged.
Elementary Step of Variable Node Update:
A computation of variable node in modified EMS is described. We now assume q = 2 for
brevity. For q > 3, the output of this elementary step is held as an intermediate message, and
the step is processed recursively. The variable node updates are illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The
decoder firstly computes 2Nm message candidates from two sorted message vectors Rm′n and
Rm′′n that are computed at the previous iteration. These 2Nm candidates are temporary stored
in a 2Nm length message vector T . The message vector T is sorted to find Nm most reliable
messages, and then the kth element of the sorted T , T [k] (k = 0,1, · · · ,Nm−1), is moved into
the outgoing message Qmn[k]. This procedure is denoted as follows;
T [k] = Rℓ−1m′n[k]+Ym′′n[k] (3.22)
T [k+Nm] = γRm′n +R
ℓ−1
m′′n[k], (3.23)
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Qmj [0]
...
Qmi[0] · · ·
Nm
Nm
Fig. 3.6 The elementary step of check node update.
where k = 0,1, · · · ,Nm−1. Also, Ym′′n[k] is given by
Ym′′n[k] =

Rℓ−1m′′n[l] if βRℓ−1m′′n[l] = βRℓ−1m′n[k]
γRℓ−1m′′n
if βRℓ−1m′′n[l]
, βRℓ−1m′n[k]
, ∀l,k,
(3.24)
where γRm′′n is a scalar value that compensates for truncated (L
2Nbv −Nm) LLRs and is given
by
γRm′′n = Rm′′n[Nm]− log
(
L2Nm −Nm
)
−η, (3.25)
where η is an offset value optimized by density evolution [86]. The variable node message
vector Qmn[k] consists of Nm LLRs from T . If the input signals are defined as si ∈ Zl[ j], then
the hidden node messages are updated by
Qmn[k] =

T [k] if βT [k] ∈ ZL[ j]
γ′T if βZL[ j] \S (βT )
−∞ otherwise,
(3.26)
where βZL[ j] = {a0, · · · ,aL2} represents all possible symbols defined over ZL[ j], S (βT ) indi-
cates the set of all symbols βT [k]∀k, and γ′T is given by
γ′T = T [lz]− log
(
L2Nm − lz
)
−η, (3.27)
where lz represents the largest index of LLR whose corresponding symbol is βT [lz] ∈ Z[ j].
This algorithm is slightly different from the original EMS algorithm for non-binary LDPC
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codes since the decoder has a priori knowledge of input signals which are constrained into
ZL[ j]. Therefore, the decoder replaces the LLR with negative infinity when the corresponding
input signal is not in ZL[ j]. Also, the decoder replaces the LLR with a constant value γ′T
when the corresponding symbol is not in βT [l] for ∀l. When the input signals are constrained
into C(L,2), then the decoder naively updates the variable messages via (3.23).
Elementary Step of Check Node Update:
Similar to the variable node update, the output of this elementary step is stored as an
intermediate message and recursively updates when the row degree is greater than three. For
simplify, we assume that the row degree is two without loss of generality. Let Rmn[k] be
the outgoing message. Qmn′[k′] and Qmn′′[k′′] are incoming messages to evaluate Rmn[k].
In the check node updates, the decoder computes the outgoing message vector from a set
S (βRmn[k]) defined as the all possible signal combinations which satisfy the parity equation
βQmn′ [k′]+βQmn′′ [k′′]+βRmn[k] = 0 mod C (L,Nbv) as follows;
Rmn[k] = maxS(βRmn[k])
(
Qmn′[k′]+Qmn′′[k′′]
)
, k,k′,k′′ ∈ {0,1, · · · ,Nm−1}
If the decoder naively searched the candidates of the set, the computational complexity
would be O(N2m). Then, to reduce the computational complexity, an Nm×Nm virtual matrix
illustrated in Fig. 3.6 is introduced. The element of this virtual matrix at (k′,k′′) can be
computed as Qmn′[k′]+Qmn′′[k′′]. The messages exist at the upper left in the virtual matrix
are more reliable than the messages exist at the lower right in the virtual matrix because two
incoming messages Qmn′[k′] and Qmn′′[k′′] are sorted. Thus, the decoder can compute the
outgoing message Rmn[k] by finding Nm messages from the upper left in the virtual matrix to
the lower right in the virtual matrix. This algorithm is as follows;
1. Give the LLR values of the first column and its corresponding symbol of the virtual
matrix to the sorter.
2. Determine the largest LLR value in the sorter.
3. If the symbol associated with the largest output LLR value of the sorter exists in the
output list, eliminate the largest LLR value and its corresponding symbol in the sorter
and do not append them in the output list; otherwise, append the largest output LLR
value and its corresponding symbol to the output list and eliminate them in the sorter.
4. In the virtual matrix, the LLR value and its corresponding symbol of the right neighbor
of the largest LLR value in the sorter are moved to the sorter.
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5. If an iteration number is less than 2Nm and the length of the list is less than Nm, go to
step 2. If the length of list does not reach Nm while an iteration number is 2Nm, the
algorithm is stopped and the symbols and corresponding LLR of the sorter, except for
the symbols already exist in the output list, are appended to the output list to reach the
list length of Nm.
The above check node update does not necessarily stop after Nm steps because duplicate
symbols can occur in step 3, and hence the number of elements of the output list might not
be Nm. However, 2Nm steps are sufficient to ensure negligible degradation in the decoding
performance [86].
3.3 SNR Threshold Analysis via Monte-Carlo Density Evo-
lution
3.3.1 Monte-Carlo Density Evolution
Density evolution is a powerful tool for finding the SNR threshold, which is defined as
the minimum decodable SNR of given code ensembles. In binary codes, the mathematical
formulation of DE is easily obtained because the belief-propagation (BP) messages are scalars
[75, 47]. In the non-binary case, tracking the true BP message distribution is impractically
complex because the BP messages are vectors. Gaussian approximation (GA) is a feasible
way to track the density of BP messages for non-binary LDPC codes because it can reduce
the number of parameters to only two, namely the mean and the variance of the density
[87]. However, the message distribution of the check node diverges increasingly from the
true distribution as the degree of the check node increases. Furthermore, GA can be used if
and only if channel symmetry and permutation invariance could be assumed [74]. Channel
symmetry leads to an uncorrelated message distribution, so that the all-zero codeword
assumption may be valid. Permutation invariance means eliminating the effect of the weight
of the parity matrix, which is obtained by a random weight coefficient. In state-constrained
signal codes, the BP messages also consist of multiple LLRs, and the decoding performance
depends on the codewords because of the asymmetric property of non-uniform modulation.
Therefore, we introduce the technique of adding a random coset vector, as described in
[87], that the random-coset vector is added at the end of the encoder. The random-coset
elements are randomly chosen and uniformly distributed over C (L,Nbv). Thus, the resulting
output codeword from the AWGN channel becomes symmetric. The proof of this symmetric
property resulting from the random-coset vector is omitted herein (Please refer to [87] for
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the proof). In contrast to the channel symmetry, permutation invariance cannot be assumed
because the weight coefficients are fixed by the IIR filter coefficient. To analyze such a code,
MC-DE has been introduced as alternative approach for tracking the density with multiple
parameters [88–90]. MC-DE generates message samples and recover the ramdomely picked
up samples, iteratively. Thus, any closed-form and parametric distribution are not required.
One advantage of MC-DE is that the estimated SNR threshold is comparable accuracy to the
Gaussian approximation method even practical sampling size (less than several thousands
samples) of Monte-Carlo based evaluation [88]1. Thanks to the random-coset settings for
the RASC, as described above, we can straightforwardly introduce MC-DE to approximate
the SNR threshold S NRth. We now briefly describe the MC-DE algorithm. Four kinds of
message pools QI , QP, RI , and RP correspond to variable node messages of information
signals, variable node messages of parity signals, check node messages of information
signals, and check node messages of parity signals, respectively. Every message pool has
Nsam messages. Message updates are performed by modified FFT-BP algorithm described in
Sec. III-B. When the check node message of parity signal is calculated, the variable node
message of information signal and the variable node message of parity signal are uniformly
picked up from the message pool QI and QP, respectively. Then, the updated check node
message of parity signal become an input message to calculate the variable node message of
parity signal in RP. The other message updates can be also conducted based on the FFT-BP
algorithm with the four message pools.
The parameters we set to calculate the SNR threshold of RASC are as follows: the number
of the SNR threshold calculations, Rmax = 10; the number of message samples, Nsam = 5000;
maximum number of iterations, ℓmax = 100; decoding error threshold, Pth = 10−4, which
means that decoding could be regarded as successful when all symbols are correctly decoded;
and the SNR threshold precision value, ϵS NR = 10−5, which is used for termination of
bisection method. If the interval of searched SNR is less than ϵS NR, bisection search
algorithm is stopped. In the subsequent section, we present the results of the optimum
parameters and the corresponding SNR threshold.
3.3.2 Finding Optimum Filter
As described in the Introduction, an efficient search algorithm for the filter coefficient of
state-constrained signal codes has not been reported [71]. As shown in Fig.3.3, several filters
whose property is not bijective generate undecodable codewords for sum-product algorithms.
1Note that Monte-Carlo based EXIT chart analysis proposed in [91] also probably be able to get the same
SNR threshold results. However, because of easy implementation via FFT-BP algorithm described in the
previous section, MC-DE is utilized in this thesis.
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Therefore, indeed maximum likelihood sequence decoding can recover the degenerated
codewords with inpractical decoding complexity, but these filters are regarded as useless
filters for this study. Therefore, the proposed search algorithm computes the SNR thresholds
for only bijective filters so that the number of candidate filter is less than L2Nbv .
In order to clarify the property of relations among filters, the several results that the best
four filters found by MC-DE are shown in Table 3.1 to Table 3.4. Several filters exhibit same
or almost same SNR thresholds. For instance, in Table 3.2, FB = 28 and FB = 44 have the
same SNR threshold (0.79 dB). Similarly, FB = 52 and FB = 56 have the same SNR threshold
(0.80 dB). The same relationships can be found in Table 3.3. These filters are converted
by affine transformation with each other, e.g., by rotation by 90 degrees, extension, and
reduction. This property can be exploited so as to further reduce the number of candidate
filters.
Table 3.1 Best four filters for L = 2,Nbv = 2, and q = 2.
FB Taps SNR Threshold [dB]
7 (1,1),(1,0) 1.14
11 (1,1),(0,1) 1.14
13 (1,0),(1,1) 3.10
14 (0,1),(1,1) 3.10
Table 3.2 Best four filters for L = 2,Nbv = 3, and q = 2.
FB Taps SNR threshold [dB]
28 (0,0),(1,1),(1,0) 0.79
44 (0,0),(1,1),(0,1) 0.79
52 (0,0),(1,0),(1,1) 0.80
56 (0,0),(0,1),(1,1) 0.80
Table 3.3 Best four filters for L = 3,Nbv = 2, and q = 2.
FB Taps SNR threshold [dB]
45 (0,0),(2,1) 3.85
63 (0,0),(1,2) 3.85
36 (0,0),(1,1) 3.86
72 (0,0),(2,2) 3.86
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Table 3.4 Best four filters for L = 2,Nbv = 4, and q = 2
FB Taps SNR threshold[dB]
124 (0,0),(1,1),(1,1),(1,0) 0.89
188 (0,0),(1,1),(1,1),(0,1) 0.86
244 (0,0),(1,0),(1,1),(1,1) 0.90
248 (0,0),(0,1),(1,1),(1,1) 0.91
3.3.3 SNR Thresholds for Various Nbv
Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the SNR threshold of the RASC and the Shannon
limit. In this thesis, the Shannon limit is calculated by the channel capacity with Gaussian
input distribution. This figure clarifies the impact of Nbv on the SNR threshold. The indices
of the best filters for each Nbv are shown in this figure because different values of Nbv
have different optimum filters. Note that some affine transformed filters have the same
SNR threshold, as described above. Thus, the filters must be searched for every target Nbv.
Furthermore, the number of repetitions q must be optimized for each Nbv. Based on the
results, the optimal value of q is three for Nbv = 2, whereas that for Nbv ≥ 3 is two. In
non-binary LDPC, the optimum column weight is two for a large alphabet size, e.g., greater
than or equal to GF(64) [92].
Unfortunately, the SNR threshold does not improve monotonically as Nbv increases. We
believe that the reason for which is the dense constellation of output signals. As shown in
Figs. 2.8-a, 2.8-b, and 2.8-c, the distance between the signal points decreases as Nbv increases.
Thus, increasing Nbv improves coding gain but results in a short Euclidean distance of the
constellation.
3.3.4 SNR Thresholds for Different Numbers of Repetitions
The effect of the number of repetitions q is shown in Fig. 3.8. Similar to the previous results,
the optimum filter varies depending on q. The difference between the SNR threshold of
the RASC and the Shannon limit for Nbv = 3 and FB = 44 is the smallest among all other
parameters at q = 2 (= 0.79 dB). However, for q ≥ 3, the SNR thresholds for Nbv = 3 are
inferior to those for Nbv = 2. This conclusion can also be found in the literature on non-binary
LDPC code, where for a column weight greater than three, the performance of the codes over
higher-order fields is worse than that of the codes over lower-order fields [92].
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Fig. 3.7 The SNR thresholds of various Nbv with L = 2.
3.3.5 SNR Thresholds for Different Input Constellation Sizes
The impact of the input constellation size L is shown in Fig. 3.9. Since the computational
complexity required for L ≥ 3 with Nbv ≥ 3 is enormous, only the case of Nbv = 2 is illustrated.
In this figure, according to the discussion about the optimum q in the previous subsection,
q = 3 is used for L = 2, and q = 2 is used for L = 3,4. In contrast to the impact of Nbv, the
difference between the SNR threshold of the RASC and the Shannon capacity decreases
as L increases. The reason for this behavior, which differs from that for increasing Nbv, is
that the distances between the output signals are greater than for fixed L because the signal
constellation space is expanded by L. Based on this result, the RASC appears to have the
excellent property whereby increasing the transmission rate improves the SNR threshold.
3.3.6 SNR Threshold for Different Input Constraints
Finally, the effect of the input signal constraints is shown in Fig. 3.10. In this case, the
optimum filters for the same q and Nbv differ depending on the constraint. Interestingly,
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Fig. 3.8 The SNR thresholds of various q for L = 2 with Nbv = 2 and Nbv = 3.
FB = 1, which is an identity mapping function, is the best filter for q = 3 and L = Nbv = 2.
We believe that the reason for this is that when the input signals are chosen over C (L,Nbv),
the transition of the state due to the summation of signals is chosen over C (L,Nbv). Then,
the codeword distances increase, even if the signals are mapped into the same mapping space
by FB = 1.
3.3.7 Transmission Rate Adaptivity of RASC
Figure 3.11 summarizes the estimated SNR thresholds versus transmission rate to show rate
adaptivity of the proposed RASC. As described in the MC-DE analysis, large q degrades
the decoding performance. Thus, low-transmission rate region less than 1.0 bpcu is slightly
larger distance from the Shannon capacity compared with higher-transmission rate region
(i.e., 1.0 bpcu to 4.0 bpcu). The transmission rate granularity can be finer in 2.0 bpcu to
4 bpcu to set q > 2 for L = 3 and L = 4 but the SNR thresholds is probably worse than q = 2
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Fig. 3.9 The SNR thresholds for different input constellation sizes L. q = 3 is used for L = 2,
and q = 2 is used for L = 3,4.
from the previous MC-DE analytical results. Therefore, to improve rate adaptivity, irregular
construction is required to achieve lower SNR thresholds with q > 2.
3.4 Decoding Performances
3.4.1 Performance of RASC with FFT-BP
Figure 3.12 shows the SER and FER of finite-codeword-length RASC with FFT-BP decoding.
The input signals are 4-QAM (L = 2) with length Ns = 1000, and the filters are chosen as
FB = 11 and FB = 44 for Nbv = 2 and Nbv = 3, respectively. As shown in the figure, the
relationship between Nbv and q is the same as that determined by a previous SNR threshold
analysis. Namely, for Nbv = 2, the performance for q = 3 is superior to that for q = 2 in both
the waterfall and error floor regions. In contrast, for Nbv ≥ 3, the SNR threshold of q = 3 is
inferior to that of q = 2. Interestingly, the performance for the error floor region depends on
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Fig. 3.10 SNR thresholds for different input constraints for L = 2 and Nbv = 2
the filter but not the number of states. Therefore, the best filter can only be chosen if we find
the best SNR threshold via MC-DE, because the overall performance is defined by the filter.
Next, we compare the performance of the RASC with that of the turbo signal codes
where Ns = 1000, L = 2, and Nbv = 2 for both codes. Due to a termination, the transmission
rates of the RASC and the turbo signal codes are RRASC = 2× 10002000+1 = 0.9995 bpcu. and
Rturbo = 2× 10002000+8 = 0.9960 bpcu, respectively. For the turbo signal codes, we assume that
the indices of the feedback and feedforward filters are FB=11 and FF=81, respectively. This
optimum filter setting was reported in [71]. The decoding algorithm is the BCJR algorithm,
and the number of iterations is 25. The order of computational complexity per a decoding
iteration of BCJR and FFT-BP are O(L4Nbv) and O(L2Nbv log2 L
2Nbv), respectively. Thus,
for L = 2 and Nbv = 2, the computational cost of BCJR is four times higher than FFT-BP.
Therefore, BCJR with 25 iterations and FFT-BP with 100 iterations are the equal setting
in terms of the decoding complexity. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the SER performance of the
RASC with Nbv = 2 is close to that of turbo signal codes (within 0.2 dB, which is a negligible
performance loss) in the waterfall region. Alos, error floor of RASC is superior to that of
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Fig. 3.11 Transmission rate adaptivity of RASC with various L and Nbv.
turbo signal codes. Nevertheless, FER performances of RASC is worse than that of turbo
signal codes at both waterfall and error floor region. This high error floor is caused by weight
two column of parity check matrix in RASC, similar to binary repeat-accumulate codes,
since RASC with q = 3 vanishes the high error floor as shown in Fig. 3.12.
We finally mention the performance loss of our designed codes compared with the
Shannon limit. The authors in [71] show that the mutual information for the constellations
of C˜(L,Nbv) can almost achieve the channel capacity with Gaussian input distribution at the
transmission rate equal to 1 bpcu [71, Fig. 3]. This implies that the shaping loss of RASC
is negligible, and thus the gap between the SNR threshold of RASC and the Shannon limit
mainly comes from the coding loss.
3.4.2 Performance of RASC with Various Information Lengths
Figure 3.13 shows SER and FER performances of RASC with L = 2, Nbv = 2, and q = 2,3.
The information lengths are 5000, 10000, and 15000. Although FER of q = 3 approachs to
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Fig. 3.12 Performances of the optimized filter for L = 2 and Nbv = 2,3. The filter index is
FB = 11 for Nbv = 2 and FB = 44 for Nbv = 3. The solid lines indicate Shannon limits, and
the other lines (chain, dot, twin, and dashed) indicate the SNR thresholds corresponding to
the same kinds of curves of SER and FER.
the SNR threshold, FER of q = 2 does not reaach to zero-codeword-error even if information
length is 15000 because of such a few column degree. Figure 3.14 shows required SNRs at
SER=10−3 and FER= 10−3 with various information lengths, 5000, 10000, and 15000. The
parameters of Fig. 3.14 are L = 2, Nbv = 2, and q = 3. From this figure, the both FER and
SER converge to SNR threshold calculated by MC-DE as information length increases. Thus,
our analytical results are validated by this figure.
The estimated SNR thresholds by MC-DE is not exact solution via mathematical formu-
lations. Nevertheless, the simulation results of Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.13 show that both SER
and FER performances converge to zero around the estimated SNR thresholds (except for
FER of q = 2). From this observation, the accuracy of SNR threshold via MC-DE can be
regarded as enough to optimize the code parameters, namely Nbv, q, and g1.
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Fig. 3.13 Performances of L = 2, Nbv = 2, and q = 2,3 for various information lengths
Ns = 5000,10000 and 15000.
3.4.3 Performance of RASC with EMS
Figure 3.15 shows the SER and FER performance for L = 3 and L = 4 obtained using the
proposed modified EMS decoder. We assume that Nbv = 2, q = 2, and Ns = 1000. In this
figure, the dotted line and the chained line indicate the SNR threshold for L = 3 and L = 4
with the optimized filters. Full BP indicates the naive sum-product algorithm whereby
all sets of the signals that satisfy the check equation are searched and calculated for the
message updates in check nodes so that the decoder does not use FFT-BP algorithm since FFT
algorithm over the rings of formal power series modulo L with L > 2 cannot be represented
by multidimensional FFT form as that with L = 2. The number of output constellation points
L2Nbv for L = 3 and L = 4 are 81 and 256, respectively. The decoding complexities of BCJR
algorithm, FFT-BP algorithm, and EMS algorithm are O(L4Nbv), O(L2Nbv log2 L
2Nbv), and
O(Nm log2 Nm), respectively. Therefore, the decoding complexity of EMS can be reduced
if Nm is chosen so as to be much smaller than L2Nbv . For example, when Nm = L2Nbv/2, the
decoding complexity of EMS becomes a quarter of that of the BCJR algorithm, and when
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Fig. 3.14 Required SNRs for SER and FER are 10−3 vs. information lengths with L = 2,
Nbv = 2, and q = 2. Information lengths are Ns = 5000,10000 and 15000.
Nm = L2Nbv/4, the decoding complexity of the EMS becomes one-sixteenth that of the BCJR
algorithm and a quarter of that of FFT-BP algorithm. Therefore, in this section, Nm = 40 and
Nm = 20 are set for L = 3 and, Nm = 128 and Nm = 64 are set for L = 4. Figure 3.15 shows
that BCJR decoding as optimum MAP decoding algorithm and full BP are same performance,
so that full BP can be regarded as the reference performance. Also, the performance loss is
about 0.5 dB when Nm = L2Nbv/2 and is about 1.0 dB when Nm = L2Nbv/4. Furthermore, our
algorithm does not degrade the error floor performance because the curves with the EMS
decoder decrease until reaching the error floor of full BP. As a result, the EMS decoder can
dramatically reduce the decoding complexity without significant performance loss.
3.4.4 Performance of RASC with EMS for High-Rate Transmission
The decoding performances of RASCs with EMS decoding for high-rate transmission are
shown in Fig. 3.16. The repetition number q = 2, and the input constellations are respectively
defined overC(L,2) for L= 3 and 4, so that the transmission rates are 3.17 bpcu and 4.00 bpcu,
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Fig. 3.15 Performance with the EMS decoder for different values of L and Nm. For
all curves, Nbv=2. The filter index is FB = 45 for L = 3 and FB = 224 for L = 4.
η = {−3.0,−3.5,−4.7,−5.5} for Nm = {20,40,64,128}, respectively. The solid lines indi-
cate Shannon limits for each L. The dotted line and the chained line indicate the SNR
threshold for L = 3 and L = 4, respectively.
respectively. The information length Ns = 1000, Nbv = 2, the filter coefficient is FB= 1 for
L = 3 and L = 4, and the truncated message sizes are Nm = 32, and Nm = 16 for both L. It
appears from this results that the truncated message size for C(L,2) input signals is smaller
than that for L2-QAM input signals while the decoding performance loss is comparable to
the performance of Fig. 3.15. The figure shows that the performance losses compared with
full BP are less than 0.2 dB for L = 3 with Nm = 32, and 1 dB for L = 4 with Nm = 32. These
results imply that the RASCs with C(L,Nbv) input signals can achieve high-rate transmission
with approaching the Shannon limit while the filter coefficient can be defined as FB= 1, and
the decoding complexity is significantly reduced by EMS decoding.
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Fig. 3.16 Performance with the EMS decoder for different values of L and Nm with input
signals defined as C(L,Nbv). The transmission rates are 3.17 bpcu and 4.00 bpcu for L = 3
and L = 4, respectively. The solid lines indicate the Shannon limits for each L. The chained
line and dotted line indicate the SNR thresholds for L = 3, and L = 4, respectively.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new state-constrained signal code based on RA codes and a
design criterion of the filter coefficient via MC-DE. This section summarizes the properties
of the SNR threshold in terms of the following three parameters:
1. The parameter of the ring of formal power series Nbv can make improve the SNR
threshold, but an excessive value of Nbv leads to a SNR threshold degradation.
2. The optimum number of repititions q exists for a given Nbv. In particular, for a large
number of states, L2Nbv ≥ 64, q = 2 is optimum in terms of the SNR threshold.
3. The input signal order L can improve both the transmission rate and the SNR threshold.
Simulation results have shown that the optimum filters for given values of Nbv, q, and L
perform well in the waterfall and error floor regions with short codeword lengths. Overall
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performance optimization for the regular RASC can be performed by MC-DE. Furthermore,
the modified EMS decoder is proposed to reduce the decoding complexity. Simulation
results indicate that the performance loss due to the modified EMS decoder is less than 1 dB
as compared to the performance of the full BP decoder, while the decoding complexity is
reduced to less than 25% of that of BCJR algorithm and FFT-BP algorithm.

Chapter 4
Spatially Coupled Repeat-Accumulate
Signal Codes
In Chapter 3, we have proposed repeat-accumulate signal codes have been proposed.
However, there is still gap between the Shannon capacity and the SNR thresholds of RASCs.
To further improve the decoding performance, a new code structure for RASCs, named
spatially coupled repeat-accumulate signal codes (SC-RASCs), are proposed. The results
of improvement of SNR thresholds and the finite codeword length decoding performance
are revealed in this chapter. Also, the practical decoding algorithm to reduce the decoding
latency due to long codewords are introduced for SC-RASCs.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Design of Graph Codes
LDPC codes and their family of error correcting codes such as RA codes are called graph
codes since their code structures can be represented as bipartite graph. A design of graph
codes can be typically classified in two types, namely regular and irregular codes. The
regular codes have the same number of edges at every symbol nodes and check nodes. On
the other hand, the irregular graph codes have various number of edges at each symbol
node and check node. The difference between regular and irregular codes lead the different
characteristics of the decoding performance. Even though the SNR thresholds of the irregular
Some textual materials, tables, and figures of Chapter 4 is used from M. Takai and K. Ishibashi, "Spatially
Coupled Repeat-Accumulate Signal Codes," 2019 IEEE Radio and Wireless Symposium (RWS), Orlando, FL,
USA, Jan. 2019, pp. 1-3. Copyright ©2019 IEEE.
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Fig. 4.1 Protograph representation of (3,6)-LDPC codes
codes is superior to that of the regular codes, the irregular codes have higher error floor than
the regular codes [32, 52]. The performance characteristics of regular and irregular codes is
essential trade off in the design of graph codes.
4.1.2 Threshold Saturation via Spatial Coupling
Spatially coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) codes are an alternative structure of LDPC codes that
has been firstly proposed in [93]. The graph of SC-LDPC codes consists of multiple identical
template regular graph. The template graph is called protograph as shown in Fig. 4.1. This
white circle represents information symbols node, and the white box represents check node.
A graph of SC-LDPC codes is connected the edges of the multiple protographs as shown in
Fig. 4.2, and this connecting structure of protograph is called spatial coupling. From Fig. 4.2,
the check nodes at the both ends of graph based on the spatial coupling is connected a few
edge with the information symbols node. In contrast, the check nodes at the center of the
graph is connected the same number of edges as the protograph. As a result, transmission
rate of the both ends of nodes is less than the nodes existed at the center of the graph. The
decoding of spatially coupled LDPC codes starts to recover the either end of nodes, and thus
the information of decoded nodes with low-transmission rate pass reliable BP messages to the
nodes with high-transmission rate to improve the decoding performance. This improvement
of the decoding performance via spatial coupling is called threshold saturation that the
SNR thresholds can achieve MAP thresholds indicating the minimum decodable SNR by
the optimum MAP decoder [77]. Also, the minimum distance of the spatially coupled
codes increases with respect to the number of coupling small graph so that the error floor
performance is improved by spatial coupling [94].
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Fig. 4.2 Graph of spatially coupled LDPC codes.
q = 3
Fig. 4.3 Protograph representation of RASC with (q,a)-ensemble
4.2 Encoding
4.2.1 Code Construction
Protograph representation of the RASC code with a code ensemble (q,a)-RASC is shown in
Fig. 4.3. The white circle at the left hand side represents the information signals, the white
box in the middle indicates check nodes, and the black circle at the right hand side represents
the parity signals generated by the accumulator. Two circles of this protograph contain M
information signals and M parity signals, and the white box also includes M check nodes.
For construction of SC-RASC, an encoder is considered as systematic RASC depicted in
Fig. 3.2.
From this template graph, Fig. 4.4 shows the protograph representation of SC-RASC
with coupling length NL based on the ensemble of (q,a,NL)-SC-RA [78]. In this ensemble,
q−1 extra check nodes have to be append the coupling protograph in order to avoid creating
any degree-1 check nodes. Each information signal node at position i ∈ {−NL, · · · ,NL} is
connected to the check nodes at positions j ∈ {i, i+1, · · · , i+ (q−1)}. More specifically, each
M information node at position i connects with one of M check nodes at position j which is
chosen randomly. However, note that this connection cannot be chosen the duplicated check
node, i.e. multiple information nodes at position i cannot connect with the same check node
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Fig. 4.4 Protograph representation of SC-RASC with (3,3,NL)-ensemble
at position j. The parity signal node at position i ∈ {−NL, · · · ,NL} is connected to the check
nodes at position j ∈ {i, i+1} according to the accumulator pattern of RASC. The SC-RASC
with this ensemble is represented as (q,a,NL)-SC-RASC. An example of the parity check
matrix of (3,3,1)-SC-RASC with M = 2 is shown in (4.1).
H10×16 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1

(4.1)
4.2.2 Transmission Rate
From Fig. 4.4, (q,a,NL)-ensemble is made up of (2NL+1)M information symbols, (2NL+
1+q−1)qaM parity signals. Thus, the transmission rate of SC-RASC can be represented as
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similar to RASC as follows;
Rsc =

(2NL+1)a
(2NL+1)a+(2NL+q)q
log2 L
2 if s ∈ (ZL [ j])Ns
(2NL+1)a
(2NL+1)a+(2NL+q)q
log2 L
4 if s ∈ (C (L,2))Ns .
(4.2)
4.3 Decoding
4.3.1 Fast-Fourier-Transform Based Belief Propagation Decoding
FFT-BP decoding for SC-RASC can be performed as same as RASC codes, meaning that the
algorithm described in Sec. 3.2.2 can be straightforwardly extended to the bipartite graph
in (4.1). Indeed the decoding performances of spatial coupling codes improve as NL and M
increases, but large NL and M leads unacceptably high decoding latency since the FFT-BP
decoder can start to recover the information signals when all (2NL+1)a+ (2NL+q)q signal
is received.
4.3.2 Windowed Decoding
As explained the previous subsection, FFT-BP decoding for spatial coupling codes requires
high decoding latency for given that large NL and M is assumed to improve the decoding
performances. To overcome this problem, windowed decoding has been proposed in [95]. For
given window size W, windowed decoder breaks down the bipartite graph of spatial coupling
codes into the part of the graph that includes WM information nodes and corresponding
check nodes and parity signal nodes. Figure 4.5 shows an example of windowed decoder
with W = 3 for the bipartite graph given by (4.1). In this figure, the windowed decoder firstly
works for the first six information and parity signal nodes to recover the first two information
signals, called target signals, at w = 1. The last two information nodes and the last four
parity nodes are not required for the decoding process at w = 1, so that the decoder can start
the decoding when only some signals included by the first window are received. After the
fixed number of decoding iterations has been performed or stopping rule is satisfied at w = 1,
the window slides to the third information signal position. Then, the next two information
signals are decoded with the next six information and the corresponding parity signal nodes
at w = 2. For generally, the windowed decoding can be started when WM information signals
and WM parity signals are received. Thus, the decoding latency of the windowed decoding
is same as Nc = 2WM systematic RASCs. The detailed windowed decoding algorithm is
described as below. Note that notations in the description basically follow Sec.3.2.1 unless
otherwise specified.
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W = 3
w = 1 w = 2
w = 3 w = 4
Decoded signals
at w = 1 window.
Fig. 4.5 Windowed decoding for the bipartite graph of (3,3,1)-SC-RASC.
Initialization: At wth decoding process, all elements of Qw,0mn and R
w,0
mn , and f n for
m,n ∈ {w, · · · , (w+W)M}∩ {1, · · · , (2NL+1)M} are given by,
fn,ai = log
P (yn|X = ai)
P(yn|X = a0) , (4.3)
Qw,0mn,ai = 0, (4.4)
Rw,0mn,w,ai = 0, (4.5)
where Qw,0mn and R
w,0
mn represent the vector of variable and check node messages at wth
window. On the other hand, the variable and check node message values of the decoded
information and parity signals at w′ ∈ {1, · · · , (w−1)M}th decoding process have to be held
for the following w ∈ {w+ 1, · · · , (2NL + 1)M}th decoding process. For instance, at w = 2,
Q2,0mn,ai and R
2,0
mn,ai can be written by,
Q2,0mn,ai = Q
1,ℓmax
mn,ai , (4.6)
R2,0mn,ai = R
1,ℓmax
mn,ai , (4.7)
Variable Node Updates at wth decoding process: the elements of variable node mes-
sages Qw,ℓmn,ai for only n ∈ {w, · · · , (w+W)M}∩ {1, · · · ,Nc} are updated as same as (3.11). Note
that the variable node messages at n ∈ {1, · · · , (w− 1)M} are not updated at wth decoding
process.
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Check Node Updates wth decoding process: the update for both information and parity
nodes for only m ∈ {w, · · · , (w+W)M}∩ {1, · · · , (2NL+1)M} are updated as same as (3.12).
Similar to the variable node update, m ∈ {1, · · · , (w−1)M} are not updated at wth decoding
process.
Tentative Decision wth decoding process: the information signal at n ∈ {w, · · · , (w+
W)M}∩ {1, · · · ,Ns} is estimated after ℓmax iterations by the following criterion:
s′n = arg max
ai
fn,ai +
∑
j∈M
Rℓmaxjn,ai . (4.8)
4.3.3 Decoding Complexity
On one hand, FFT-BP for SC-RASC has the same decoding complexity per a signal as
RASC, i.e., O
(
L2Nbv log22NbvL
)
. On the other hand, in windowed decoding, the nodes of
the protograph in 4.4 at (−NL +W) to NL are decoded W times since the sliding window
contains the nodes W times. Therefore, the decoding complexity per a signal in these nodes
are O
(
WL2Nbv log22NbvL
)
. The decoding complexity per a signal for the protograph nodes
positioned at −NL to (−NL +W −1) is less than O
(
WL2Nbv log22NbvL
)
but it can be ignored
when NL is much larger than W. To reduce the additional decoding complexity due to
windowed decoding, the decoder can easily implement EMS decoding algorithm proposed in
the previous chapter.
4.4 Noise Threshold Analysis via Monte-Carlo Density Evo-
lution
4.4.1 Monte-Carlo Density Evolution for Spatial Coupling
In this section, the MC-DE extended to the ensemble of SC-RASC is described. Four kinds of
message pools QIi , Q
P
i , R
I
i , and R
P
i correspond to the variable node messages of information
signals, the variable node messages of parity signals, the check node messages of information
signals, and the check node messages of parity signals, at ith position of the protograph of
SC-RASC, respectively. Every message pools have Nsam messages. When one check node
message of parity signal is calculated, the variable node message of information signal and
the variable node message of parity signal are uniformly picked up from the message pool QIj
and QPk whose j and k represent the position of nodes connected with the node at ith position
in the bipartite graph. Then, the updated check node message of parity signal become an
input message to calculate the variable node message of parity signal in QPi . The other
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message updates can be also conducted by decoding procedure with the massages uniformly
picked up from the four message pools. When decoding error rate fell below Pth, within the
maximum number of iterations, the decoding can be regarded as successful. The parameters
for MC-DE are as follows: the number of the BP threshold calculations is 10, the number
of message samples, Nsam = 1000, maximum number of iterations is 20000, decoding error
threshold, Pth = 10−3, and the BP threshold precision value, ϵth = 10−4. If the interval of
searched SNR is less than ϵth, bisection search algorithm is stopped.
4.4.2 SNR Thresholds for Different Number of Repetition
Figure 4.6 shows the SNR threshold versus transmission rate of SC-RASC for various
ensembles compared with the conventional systematic RASC. The assumptions are that
L = 2, Nbv = 2, the coupling lengths are NL = {4,8,16,32,64,128}, and the filter coefficient is
g1 = (1+ j)+ (0+ j)e( j/4) that is the optimum filter for L = 2 and Nbv = 2 found in the previous
chapter. For q = a = 3 and q = a = 4, the SNR thresholds of SC-RASC are about 0.25 dB and
about 0.57 dB better than that of RASC, respectively. From this comparison, it appears that
the SNR threshold is degraded as q and a increase in RASC. However, spatial coupling can
improve the SNR thresholds as q and a increase. However, this threshold improvement is
saturated at q = a = 10. The results indicate that the distance between the capacity and the
SNR threshold is eventually about 0.3 dB for large q and a.
4.4.3 SNR Thresholds for Different Input Constellation Size
Figure 4.7 shows the SNR thresholds for various input constellation size L = 2,3, and 4. The
assumptions are q = a = 4, Nbv = 2, the coupling length is NL = 64, and the filter coefficients
are FB= 11, FB= 45, and FB=224 for L = 2,3, and 4, respectively. From this figure, the
gap between the SNR thresholds and the Shannon capacity is constant with respect to the
input constellation size. Thus, the decoding performance of SC-RASC can approach to the
Shannon capacity even if the transmission rate increases.
4.4.4 SNR Thresholds for Different Number of Window Size
Figure 4.8 shows the noise thresholds for various window size of windowed decoding. The
assumptions are q = a = 3 and q = a = 4, L = 2, Nbv = 2, the coupling length is NL = 32,
and the filter coefficients are FB= 11 for every curves. It appears from this results that the
decoding latency increases as window size increases but the gap between the SNR thresholds
of windowed decoding and that of FFT-BP decoding improve as window size increases.
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Fig. 4.6 The SNR threshold versus transmission rate of SC-RASC and RASC with various
code ensembles for L = 2, Nbv = 2 and NL = {4,8,16,32,64,128}.
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Fig. 4.7 The SNR thresholds of various input constellations, L = 2,3, and 4. The ensemble is
(4,4,32) and Nbv = 2.
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Fig. 4.8 The SNR thresholds with windowed decoding.
Eventually, the performance loss is negligible when window size W = 10 while the decoding
latency of the window decoding is three times faster than that of FFT-BP decoding.
4.5 Decoding Performances
4.5.1 Performance Comparison of SC-RASC with RASC
SER and FER performances of SC-RASC and RASC are shown in Fig. 4.9. The ensemble
of SC-RASC is (4,4,32) with M = 100, and RASC is (4,4). The assumptions are L = 2,
Nbv = 2, FB=11, and the information signal lengths are 6500 and 13300 for both RASC
and SC-RASC. The interleavers are assumed that random interleaver is used for SC-RASC,
and S-random interleaver [52] with S = 4 is utilized for RASC. The transmission rate of
SC-RASC and RASC are 0.98 bpcu and 1.00 bpcu, respectively. The encoded signals of
SC-RASC are recovered by FFT-BP algorithm applied to the bipartite graph of SC-RASCs.
From this figure, the performance of SC-RASC is approximately 0.2 dB better than that of
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Fig. 4.9 The comparison of SER and FER of (4,4,32)-SC-RASC with (4,4)-RASC. The
information signal lengths are 6500 and 13300.
RASC. The previous threshold analysis promises that SC-RASC can further improve the
performance as the information length increases.
4.5.2 Performance of SC-RASC with Windowed Decoding
The performance comparison of SC-RASC and systematic RASC under the same decoding
latency is shown in Fig. 4.10. The assumptions are as same as the previous performance
comparison shown in Sec. 4.5.1. The window size of SC-RASC is W = 10 so that the
decoding can be started when 1000 information signals are received. Thus, under the settings,
both RASC and SC-RASC have the same decoding latency. Although the decoding latency
is the same between SC-RASC and RASC, Fig. 4.10 clearly shows that SC-RASC is about
0.2 dB superior to RASC at FER= 10−3. Therefore, these results imply that SC-RASC with
windowed decoding can significantly improve the decoding performance compared with
RASC while the decoding latency is constraints. However, as described in Sec. 4.3.3, The
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Fig. 4.10 Performance comparison of RASC and SC-RASC under the same decoding latency.
The information signal length is 1000 for RASC, 6500 for SC-RASC. The ensemble of
RASC and SC-RASC are respectively (4,4) and (4,4,32). The lifting factor and window
size of SC-RASC are M = 100 and W = 10. Therefore, the information signal length of one
window is 1000 that is as the same information length of RASC.
windowed decoder takes W times additional decoding complexity compared with FFT-BP
decoder for RASC.
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we extended RASCs to SC-RASC to further improve the decoding perfor-
mance. The ensemble of SC-RASC has been constructed based on the ensemble of SC-RA
because of retaining accumulator based encoding. Also, MC-DE was extended to the en-
semble of SC-RASC. The analytical results show that the SNR thresholds of SC-RASC is
improved as q and a increase. Eventually, at q = a = 10 for L = 2 and Nbv = 2, the SNR
threshold approaches 0.3 dB from the Shannon capacity. The gap between the thresholds
and the Shannon capacity is constant as the input constellation size increases. Therefore,
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our proposed SC-RASC can achieve high-reliable communications even high-transmission
rate. Furthermore, we introduced windowed decoding for SC-RASC to mitigate the decoding
latency caused by the long codeword length. For q = a = 3 and 4, MC-DE for windowed
decoding revealed that the performance loss of the SNR thresholds is negligible when win-
dow size W = 10. Finally, the decoding complexity of SC-RASC is noted that FFT-BP for
SC-RASC has the same decoding complexity per a signal as RASC but windowed decoding
with W window size increases the decoding complexity per a signal W times. However, this
additional complexity can be reduced by EMS algorithm presented in the previous chapter.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Perspectives
The main goal of this thesis is design and analysis of repeat-accumulate based serial con-
catenated signal codes for unified design of coding and modulation to achieve high-rate and
high-reliable communications. This chapter concludes the contributions for the main goal of
this thesis, and discuss about perspectives.
5.1 Conclusions
The thesis is concluded as three contributions as follows; The first contribution is the
development of serial concatenated codes based signal codes, named RASCs. The encoder
of our proposed codes consists of repeater, combiner, interleaver, and one-tap IIR filter. The
parity check constraints of our proposed codes enable the decoder to employ sum-product
decoder. In specifically, modified EMS decoding was developed for our proposed codes to
reduce the decoding complexity. The performance loss by EMS decoder compared with BP
decoder is within 1 dB while the decoding complexity is reduced to less than 25 % of the
FFT-BP decoder.
With the second contribution we introduced MC-DE to analyze the SNR thresholds and
optimize the parameters of our proposed codes. The analytical results for RASC showed that
the filters related to affine transformations have the same SNR threshold. By exploiting the
result, the optimum filter can be efficiently found without brute-force search. The optimum
filters for non-systematic RASC exhibited that the gap between the Shannon limit and the
SNR threshold is within 0.8 dB. Interestingly, the SNR thresholds are improve by increasing
the transmission rate of input signals. Simulation results validated the MC-DE analysis.
The proposed FFT-BP decoder, EMS decoder, and MC-DE analysis can be applied to
LDPC-based signal codes because these techniques work on general graphs of signal codes.
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The development of SC-RASC is the third contribution. The accumulator based spatial
coupling scheme can be easily extended from RASC, and thus the decoding can employ
FFT-BP decoding algorithm without additional decoding complexity. MC-DE analysis
revealed that the SNR thresholds of SC-RASC approach approximately 0.3 dB to the Shannon
capacity. Simulation results showed that the decoding performance of SC-RASC is about
0.2 dB superior to that of RASC for finite length codeword. Also, To mitigate the decoding
latency due to the long codewords of SC-RASC, the windowed decoding is applied to RASCs.
SC-RASC with windowed decoding has still exhibited superior performance to RASC under
the same decoding latency constraint. The windowed decoding requires W times decoding
complexity per a signal compared with standard FFT-BP; however, EMS algorithm explained
in the first contribution may relax the additional decoding complexity.
From these contributions, “low decoding complexity“ for signal codes has been developed
by the modified EMS decoding. The modified EMS decoding help RASCs and SC-RASCs
to be implemented in practical communications systems even high-order input constellations.
Also, “design criterion“ for high-decoding performance with finite codeword length has been
brought by MC-DE analysis that can efficiently search the optimum parameters of RASCs.
Therefore, this thesis can reach the goal laid out in Sec. 1.6 by the proposed RASC, its
code analysis via MC-DE, and EMS algorithm as low-complexity decoding. However, some
challenges are still remained for goal to achieve high-bandwidth efficient transmission via
the proposed codes. The perspectives of this work are listed as below.
5.2 Perspectives
Weight Distribution and Error Floor Analysis
SNR thresholds indicates the asymptotic performance of waterfall region but error floor char-
acteristics is still unknown. To reveal performances of error floor region, Weight distribution
defined as Euclidean distance between arbitrary two codewords has to be analyzed. In [91],
Monte-Carlo method to evaluate weight distribution based on Trellis diagram is proposed.
The weight distribution of RASC probably be also investigated by the weight distribution
analysis method.
The Effect of Various Channels for Generated Modulations
Signal codes can be optimized both code degrees and constellation set. The constellation set
is not similar to QAM but Gaussian like shapes. This thesis consider the channel model as
AWGN channel; however the effect of some nonlinear distortions of channels, transmitter
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and receiver for the specific shape of the constellation generated by signal codes is interested.
In Appendix ??, the SER performances of uncoded QAM, APSK, and the constellation set
(L,Nbv) over noisy-phase channels are displayed. In 16-order constellations case, signal
codes’ constellation exhibits superior performance to that of QAM and APSK. However,
in contrast, (4,2) constellation set (256-order) significantly degrades the SER performance
compared with QAM and APSk. This degradation is cased by dense constellation points of
(4,2). Therefore, phase-noise mitigation techniques based on factor graphs [] is attracted to
implement for signal codes over noisy-phase channels.
Lower-Complexity Decoding for Higher Input Constellation Size
Even though the EMS decoding can significantly reduce the decoding complexity compared
with FFT-BP decoding and BCJR decoding, the performance degrades as the input constella-
tion size increases. Thus, the truncated message size of EMS decoding should be increased
with respect to the input constellation size due to reduce the performance loss. To overcome
this essential problem, information bottleneck method based sum-product decoding algorithm
will be introduced [96, 97].
Design of Higher Coding Rate
While the transmission rate of RASC can be controlled by the order of input signal con-
stellation, the high order constellations lead the high decoding complexity. Although EMS
decoding can dramatically reduce the decoding complexity, it is still higher than the con-
ventional BP algorithm for binary codes. On the other hand, the considered code rate of
RASC in this thesis is less than 1/2 so that the overall transmission rate can be increased by
design of higher coding rate for RASC. The number of repetitions, puncturing or combiner
optimization via MC-DE would be required for the higher code rate. Some code constructions
in binary codes, such as accumulate-repeat-accumulate codes [98] and braided convolutional
codes [99] are useful constructions.
Multi-user Communications via RASC
RASCs and SC-RASCs are constrained by group properties from the ring of formal power
series. Recent proposed multi-user networks techniques, physical layer network coding
[100–102], and compute-and-forward schemes [103, 104] are based on group properties like
as lattice codes. Therefore, our proposed codes can be extended to multi-user networks for
connective capability of IoT systems.
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Appendix A
Filters Condition of Turbo Signal Codes
for Parity Check Constraints
For simplicity, we consider an encoder that has two feedforward filters and one feedback
filter as follows:
xt = f1ut−1+ f0 (st +g1ut−1+bt) . (A.1)
In this setting, the parity check matrix of (A.1) is given by
1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 1 1 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 1 1 . . . 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 1 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 1

, (A.2)
where the left-hand side of this matrix represents information signals and the right-hand side
represents parity signals. From this matrix, the parity check equation at t = 1 is given by
s0+ s1+ x0+ x1 = 0 mod C (L,Nbv) . (A.3)
From (A.1), the reformulation of (A.3) is given by
(1+ f0+ f0g1+ f1)s0+ (1+ f0) s1 = 0 mod C (L,Nbv) . (A.4)
Therefore, the filters for satisfying above parity check equation must be f0 = −1 + j0
mod C (L,Nbv) and f1 = g1.
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For L = 2, the coded signal at t is given by
xt = f1ut−1+ (st + f1ut−1+bt) = st. (A.5)
Therefore, in turbo signal codes, there is no coding gain if the signals are constrained by the
parity check equation. This is because the filter does not affect the input signal, as shown in
(A.5).
Appendix B
Decoding Performance Effect of Offset
Parameter η of EMS Decoding
To clarify the effect of offset value η of EMS decoding appeared in (3.25), the offset values
versus SER performances are shown in Fig. B.1. The assumptions for this figure are L = 3,
and 4, Nbv = 2, Nm = 16 for L = 3, and Nm = 16,32 for L = 4. The SER performances for
various L and Nm are evaluated at the target SNRs. It appears from this results that the best
SERs at the target SNRs are different with each L and Nm, and the curves are convex shapes.
Thus, the optimum offset value can be obtained by SER evaluation or MC-DE via bisection
method.
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Fig. B.1 The offset values versus SER for various L and Nm.
Appendix C
SER Performances over Noisy-Phase
AWGN Channels
In this appendix, SER performances of the C(L,Nbv) constellations and the conventional
QAM and APSK constellations are evaluated over noisy-phase AWGN channels. To simplify,
noisy-phase AWGN channels are modeled by i.i.d. von Mises distribution θt ∼VM(κ) [105,
19].
yt = xte jθt + zt (C.1)
where e jθt represents a phase noise term following von Mises distributions. In figure C.1, the
SER performances of 16QAM, 16APSK (the number of inner and outer constellation points
are 4 and 8, the ratio of inner and outer radius is 2.7), and C(2,2) are evaluated to compare the
SER performances. Also, in Fig. C.2, the SER performances of 256QAM, 256 regular-APSK
proposed in [19], and C(4,2) constellations are compared. Note that, all transmitted signals
are uncoded because of comparison of the effect of phase noise to each constellation.
In these figures, solid lines and chain lines represent SER performances over AWGN and
noisy-phase AWGN channels. Fig. C.1 shows the SER performances over AWGN channels.
The constellation of C(2,2) is inferior performance to QAM and APSK constellations since
the constellation points are dense at the inner radius. On the other hand, in noisy-phase
AWGN channels, the performance degradation of C(2,2) is less than that of QAM and APSK.
The reason why this result is that the outer ring of C(2,2) tolerates the phase noise. More
specifically, the number of constellation points at outer ring is larger than that in 16-APSK.
As a result, the SER performance of C(2,2) is best of all three constellations.
In Fig. C.2, the SER performances of 256-order constellations are depicted. In contrast
to 16-order constellations case, the performance of C(4,2) is inferior to that of 256-QAM
and 256-RAPSK due to much dense constellation points in C(4,2). From this results, the
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proposed RASC which generates C(L,Nbv) constellations has to be combined with phase
estimation and phase noise equalization techniques such as turbo equalization [106] and
phase estimation based on factor graphs [107] to mitigate phase noise effects.
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Fig. C.1 SER performances of 16QAM，16APSK and RASC with C(2,2) over noisy-phase
channels. κ = 200 for von Mises distribution VM(κ).
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